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ALBUQtiEllQUE, NEW MEXICO, MONDAY AFTERNOON,

MEW LA WS THA T
WERE ENACTED

known, as the goods were sold to Kemp
on the 23d of last month and he haa
been Belling out of the stock ever since.
It Is hardly possible that there was
a large stock In the store If Ixandro
Is guilty of the charge
preferred Disaster In a Goal Mine at
against him. If the fire was premeditated the valuable goods were undoubtAthens, Illinois.
edly removed and will be recovered.
Officer Cooper and Mr. Hunt returned last night and a warrant was immediately sworn out for Leandro's arrest. PREACHER
CRITICISES
FUNSTON
He was found at Joe Fladaracco's saloon and taken to the city Jail. Since
his store burned he has moved to
where his family are living Burlington Railroad to Extend Its
at present.
Lines in Nebraska.
Leandro has always lmrne a good
reputation and was considered an honest and worthy man by all with whom
WASHINGTON
AT
AUTOMOBILE SHOW
he had ever had any dealings.
The charge Is an ugly one and consequently the bond was placed high. This
Springfield, III., March 23. A
case will be brought before the terriboard of pharmacy. Approved March torial grand jury tnla session and if It
terrific explosion in the mine of
12, 1903.
the Athens Coal company, at
comes to trial some startling facts will
Amended council bill No. 56, an act be brought to light.
Athens. Menard county, twenty
to amend section 13 of compiled laws
milts north of Springfield, today,
Cause of Colorado Strikes.
of 1897, relating to acequias or ditches,
resulted In the death of six men
Denver, March 23. The governor's
and for other purposes.
Approved
and one lelng seriously injured.
commission resumed Inquiry into the
March 12, 1903.
The dead are: John Roberts, Fred
Council bill No. 61, an act to pro- causeB of the Colorado City and CripImpeks, S. B. Corndorf. James
vide funds for the printing of the ple Creek Btrikes this morning with
Patrick. August Noel, David Myrules of the supreme court of the terri- President Moyer as star witness. The
An entry In the mine had
ers.
tory of New Mexico. Approved March officers of the Mine Owners' associabeen for some time stopped on action continue to refuse to divulge the
12, 1903.
count of gas and this morning an
Amended council bill No. 84, an act program agreed on at a meeting of
attempt, was made to open it by
grouping the several counties of the the association at Colorado Springs on
drilling another entry In order to
territory Into districts for district at- Saturday night, and the most disquietallow air to enter and the gas to
torney purposes and providing for the ing reports are blng circulated about
escape. While engaged in this
appointment
of district attorneys their intentions.
work a miner fired through to the
therefor. Approved March 12, 1903.
stopped up chamber, causing a
Council bill No. 101, an act to proterrific explosion of gas which
SANTA FE OFFICIALS.
vide for the management of the Las
had accumulated lti the chamber.
Vegas grant, and for other purposes.
Nine men were In the mine at the
12,
Approved March
1903.
time and as a result of the exploCouncil bill No. 66, an act to create Albuquerque Shops Visited and Imsion six were killed outright and
the office of game and fish warden of
one was badly Injured. Two men
the territory of New Mexico, to proprovements May Be Looked For,
escaped, and some of the men
vide for the protection of game and
killed were 100 feet away from
game fish, and for other purposes. Apwhere the explosion occurred
proved March 12, 1903.
SPECIAL WRECKED AT LAMY.
Council bill No. 123, an act to amend
section of an act entitled an act to
Parkhurst Criticise Funston.
create the county of Sandoval, apNew York, March 23. In a sermon
Vice President J. W. Kendrlck,
proved March 10, 1903. Approved General Manager H. U. Mudge, General yesterday, Dr. Parkhurst referred to
March 12, 1903.
D. E. Cain, of the the capture of Agulnaldo by Funston
Superintendent
Amended council bill No. 96, an act western grand division; Superintend- and citiclsed the American jpsle .tor
granting certain land In the city of ent F. J. Easley, of the New Mexico di- condoning what he called the "deceit
Santa Fe, territory of New Mexico, to vision; Chief Engineer W. D. Story, and treachery" practiced by Funston
the Woman's Board of Trade and Lib- and J. A. Lovell, assistant superintend- In the canture. Said Agulnaldo was
rary association of said city, as a site ent of machinery, all prominent off- made captive In a manner which "viofor a free public library building. Ap icials of the Santa Fe, arrived here from lated the laws of war, the luws of hos
proved March 12, 1903.
the north last night about 10:45, in pri- pitality and the laws of God."
Council substitute for council bill vate cars attached to passenger train
No. 10, an act relating to trust com- No. 7. They would have arrived a
Burlington Extension Plan.
panies. Approved March 12, 1903.
Chicago, March 23. The Burlington
couple of hours earlier, but their speCouncil bill No. 114, an act creating cial met with a little accident at Lamy road has alout completed arrange
two armory boards of control and prowas delayed. The special was com- ments for the construction of an ex
viding for the construction of armories and
ing Into the Lamy yards at about ten tension from Sioux City, Iowa, to Ashin the cities of las Vegas and Albu- miles an hour, when It collided with a land. Neb. This link will be 100 miles
freight train standing at the station long, and will connect the Burlington
and Great Northern at an important
(Continued on page eight.)
on the main line.
The accident occurred about 6 o'clock point. The line is to run nearly south
and just before the officials were sit from Sioux City, after crossing the
FIRE WAS A BLUFF.
ting down to dinner, but did no more Missouri river at that point, and will
damage than to spill a quantity of hot put the northern Hill roads In direct
tomato soup uown Mr. Mudge's cook's j communication with the southwestern.
Stock Supposed to Have Been Burned trouser leg and to break up all the system of the Burllngion. At Ashland
dishes aboard.
The engine o'n the the main line of the Burlingtdn fk
Had Boen Sold.
special suffered slightly and was laid Missouri River road extends to Omaha,
off for repairs. Two of the private cars and the Plattsmouth cut-of- f
gives acwere attached to No. 7 and brought the cess to the branches reaching the MisCHARGED
WITH ARSON.
officials to Albuquerque.
souri river at various points all the
They remained In their cars over way down to Kansas City, and also senight and this morning visited the cures an outlet to St. Louis. The new
Dionlsio Leandro, who also some- shops.
line will have the further effect of
times signs his name as Leandro Dlo-niThey returned to their cars about 10 opening by means of connected and
was bound over to the grand jury o'clock and left on a special
for the diverging lines the whole of the upper
by Judge Crawford this morning on the nortn.
Just
what their mission here Mississippi valley to the unimpeded
charge of arson in the night time. The was could not be learned,
hut It is traffic of the Hill lines.
bond was fixed at $2,500, which he put thought
that some new Improvements
up and was released.
soon to be made at the locaf shops will
A GOOD CATCH.
Leandro was the proprietor of a be the consequence.
small store at Duranes, about a mile
The visiting officials were accomand a half up the river, which was panied by Mr. Vauclaine, in venter of
burned down some lime ago. He pur- the Vauclaine compound engine,
Home ot Justo Mares Filled With
chased all of his supplies of Gross,
Kelly & Co., and owed them quite a
VOLCANIC ERUPTION.
Stolen Santa Fe Supplies.
sum of money. During the latter part
of February he bought a bill of goods West Indian Island Volcano in Violent
amounting to alout $f,io, for which he
Commotion,
MARES BOUND OVER- was given credit.
Kingston, Island of St. Vincent,
On the night of February 26, the gro- March 23.-- 6:30
p. m. The eruption
cery etore of Leandro was burned to of the Sufrlere continues.
The search warrant against Justo
The volca
the ground, and the contents of the no has been cannonading all day and
Mares, who was arrested Friday night,
the quantity of ejecta is apparently
purchased, were supposed to have been greater than at the time of either of charged with having stolen six Yale
consumed. The circumstances
sur- the previous eruptions,
but stormy locks from the Santa Fe storehouse,
rounding the fire in the dead of the winds are driving the clouds north- has revealeu many Important petit
night looked somewhat suspicious and ward.
thefts.
during the past three weeks the matter
There has bpen a heavy fall of ashes
Officer W. H. Hubbell, of the Santa
was carefully investigated.
Finally and black sand in the northern dis Fe, armed with the search warrant.
the Investigations brought about the tricts, which caused a few easualitieg. after considerable trouble, discovered
Information that the larger part of the The inhabitants are merging south-stoc- that Mares lived at Los Candalarlos,
of the store had been sold before ward in great excitement,
about six miles north of the city. Offthe store was burned.
Ilarbadoes report that darkness had icer Hulibell made a thorough search
Yesterday afternoon. Officer Harrv unread over the island at 11 o'clock of the premises and found about
$2ti
cooper and Ralph Hunt, of the Gross. in the morning. The obscurity
worth of goods which had been stolen
Kelly & Co., set out for San Antonito, accompanied by a fall of red dust.
from the storehouse in small lots.
where they had learned the goods had
When Mares was caught with the
Albright Assessor.
been taken and disposed of. At the
locks in his possession, it was pretty
This afternoon the board of county
store of Charles Kemp they found a
that he knew something of the
large quantity of the goods which were cmmls8ioners held a meneting and certain
goods that had been missing from the
appointed
George
Albright
F.
assessor. store
supposed to have been In th ttro ot
house for some time. In search
the time of the fire. A number of boxes to fll1 vacancy. " filed nis bond and ing ihe bouse
at Los Candalarlos the
took Possession of the office this after- of canned tomatoes, sardine
officers found hammers, axes, hatchets,
noon.
beans, rice, coffee, brooms, and other
brooms, lanterns, oil cans, locks, and
supplies were identified as the stock
in fact a sample of almost everything
Central
Union.
Labor
bought by Leandro.
The regular meeting of the Central bandied in rallroiol supplies.
Two
It has been stated that U audroowed Labor union will he held this evening large chests,
whi h were locked with
the Gross. Kelly & Co. In the neighbor- at 8 o'clock at Carpenters' hall on stolen locks, were tilled
with stolen
hood of $1,500, but how much of the West Gold avenue,
next to Dunbar's supplies.
goods have been recovered Is not real estate office.
Mares did not s- - in to have any use

MINE EXPLOSION

'

Council Bills
That are New Laws.

THE OFFICIAL

TITLE

OF EACH ACT

Meritorious Measures Which Will Be of
Benefit to New Mexico.
The following Is a list of council
bills that became law at the recent
session of the legislative assembly:
Amended council bill No. 38, an act
entitled an act to establish and main-laian asylum for the deaf and dumb,
a reform school, an institution for the
blind and a miners' hospital for disabled miners. Approved February, 13,

n

3903.

Council bill No.

20,

an act entitled

au act to repeal an act entitled an act
to provide for the inspection and testing of coal oil in the territory of New
Approved February 13, 1903.
Council substitute for council bill
No. 30, an act entitled an act relating
to eminent domain, suits to partition
real estate, actions to quiet title, sale
of real estate of infants and married
women and perpetuating testimony.
Approved February 18, 1903.
Council bill No. 73, an act entitled
an act establishing an orphan chil
dren's home at Bclen, N. M., provid
ing appropriation therefor, and for
ether purposes. Approved February 24,
Mexico.

1903.

Amended council bill No. 4, an act
to create Roosevelt county. Approved
February 28, 1903.
Council substitute for council bill
No. 44, an act in relation to mayors of
cities and to other officers. Approved

February

.

28, 1903.

Amended council bill No. 6, an act
to provide for the burial of honorably
discharged soldiers, sailors or marines who may hereafter die without
leaving means sufficient to defray fu
neral expenses. Approved February 28,
1903.

Council bill No.

60,

an

art fixing the

lees of the district attorneys for the
counties of Colfax and Union. Ap

proved February 28, 1903.
Amended council bill No. 45, an act
with reference to taxation by munici
pal corporations, giving to cities and
towns the power to levy a special tax
for water and light purposes. Approv
ed February 28, 1903.
Amended council bill No. 5, an act
conferring additional duties and pow
era upon mayors of cities and towns.
Approved February 28, 1903.
Council bill No. Ill, an act in rela
tion to counties and county Indebted
ness. Approved March 10, 1903.
Council bill No. 35, an act authorlz
lng the consolidation of benevolent,
charitable and scientific associations,
Approved March 10, 1903.
Amended council bill No. 68, an act
to prevent Injury to ditches, pipe lines
reservoirs and the taking of and be
fouling the water therefrom. Approved
March 10, 1903.
Council bill No. 98, an act provid
ing for the writing and publishing of
the history of New Mexico. Approved
March 1, 1903.
Council bill No. G3, an act changing
the boundary of Rio Arriba couriy by
adding thereto a portion of Santa Fe
county. Law by limitation on the 10th
clay of March, 1903.
Council bill No. 65, an act to amend
section 7 of chapter XLVII of session
laws of New Mexico, 1901, being an
act entitled an act to provide for the
appointment of a police force In unin
corporated county Beats having a pop
illation of more than 3,000 and for oth
er purposes, approved March 19. 1901.
Approved March 10, 1903.
Council bill No. 15, an act to repeal
sec tion 1 of chapter 82, and chapter
99, session laws of 1901, being an act
concerning practice In the supremeand
district courts and for other purposes,
also an act relating to an act in regard
to appeals and writs of error. Approved March 10, 1903.
Council bill No. 102. an act to create
Approved
the county of Sandoval.
March 10, 1903.
Council bill No. 32, an act providing
the procedure by which cities shall
obtain title to private property by
Approved March 12,
condemnation.
1903.

Amended council bill No. 31, an act
empowering cities to grade and improve streets, and assess the cost
thereof against abutting property. Ap-- j
roved March 12, 1903.
. Council bill No. 104. an act entitled
an act to amend sections 3721 and
3722 of compiled laws of New Mexico
i f 1S!7, relating to the duties of the

.
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for the supplies, but rather was Just
storing them away. He seemed to
have had a kind of mania to take little
things that would prove of no value to
him whatever, as most all of the goods
carries the railroad brand and consequently he would not have been able
to dispose of the goods. It is not
known that he did try to dispose of
any of the stolen goods.
Marcs was brought before Judge
Crawford, and waived examination. He
was bound over to the grand Jury, and
will undoubtedly be Indicted this
week.

Mares, who Is alout 30 years of age,
has a wife and family and a comfortable home. He has always borne a good
reputation, and those that know him
are greatly surprised that be should
resort to stealing. He states that be
doesn't know why he stole the stuff,
but that he had a foolish mania for
taking little things.
Mares states that so far as he knows
he Is the only one of the native employes who has been taking stuff from
the warehouse, but the Santa Fe offi
cers think different. Four more search
warrants were Issued by Judge Craw
ford this morning and a systematic
search will lie made for the goods that
are missing from the storehouse.
Mares Is undoubtedly only one of the
several who have been collecting sup
plies at' odd momenta. Officer Hub-belwho revealed and brought to light
the stealings of Mares Is in possession
of the search warrants and some start
ling discoveries are expected today.
l,

BRITISH SEIZE
PIRA 7 E STEAMER
in a
Fatal Accident at a
Nebraska Town.

MRS. MAY BRICK IS TO BE RELEASED

Mississippi River Rising at New Orleans and
Endangering the City.
New York, March 23.

The British

wller and J. Kelly for counterfeiting
will be arraigned for Jrlal to--

cruiser Pallia has seized the Venezue and they
lan warship Restaurador on the ground
that she Is a pirate, says a cable from

Port of Spain, Trinidad.
The case against the Restaurador
cites that soon after she was handed
over to the Venezuelan authorities by
the German commodore, she began
again acts of piracy and robbery on
the high seas. It Is charged that she
seized the cargoes of several vessels,
and then dismantled and abandoned
the craft.

Mrs. Maybrick to Be Released.
London, March 23. Mrs. Florence
Maybrick, the American woman who
was convicted at Liverpool In 1889, on
the charge of poisoning her husband,
James Maybrick, by arsenic and whose
sentence of death was commuted to
penal servitude for life, will be released In 1904. The announcement comet
from the home office.

Report Not Confirmed.
London, March 21. The foreign office, as this dispatch Is filed, has no
of the reported seizure ot
Information
MOREEN W.
the Venezuelan gunboat Restaurador
by the British cruiser Pallis on the
ground that the former had acted in a
Arrested on Charges ot an Attempt piratical manner. The foreign office
has heard nothing direct from Caracas
regarding President Castro's resignato Detraud and Forgery.
tion.

JUS.

GUILTY OF ADULTERY.

Moreen W. Jurrens, arrested here
March 9, charged with using the malls
In an attempt to defraud, and forgery,
was Indicted by the United States
grand Jury ttls morning for adultery.
The prisoner, who baa been la the
county jail since his arrest, was imme
diately taken before Judge Baker and
pleaded to the charge. Readers of The
Citizen are entirely familiar with the
Jurrens case and those who folowed It
closely the few days after his arrest,
will not be surprised at its climax.
Moreen Jurrens, a heart breaker, as
the Denver papers style him, came to
Albuquerque the latter part of January.
He was accompanied by a woman, who
posed as his wife. They took rooms
on South Second street, where they
lived until his arrest. Ihe woman disappeared a short time after her lover's
arrest and is suposed to have gone
back to Denver, where she Is known as
Miss Eva Cox. Mies Cox was formerly
' employed as saleslady In. a glove houst
in Denvor.
Jurrdhg is a married man and the.
real Mrs. Jurrens lives In Denver. She
was Miss West before her marriage
and lived In Kansas. The first charge
brought against Jurrens was that of
appropriating a draft for $150 sent to
Mrs. Jurrens by her father. The second charge, forgery, was the signing
and cashing of the draft. What the
officers intend to do with him on these
charges Is not known. These offenses
were committed la Colorado and It will
be for iiie Colorado authorities to settle them. The court has his term of
sentence for committing adultery under consideration.
Washington Auto Show.
Washington, March 23. Lieutenant-Genera- l
Miles today officiated at the
opening of the third annual automobile
show in the Light Guard armory. The
big hall is filled with motor vehicles
of every description from the light runabout to the heaviest delivery trucks.
An interesting features of the show
and one not Included In the recent
large exhibitions In New York, Chicago
and Boston, Is the large display of automobiles Intended for army use. This
includes ammunition wagons, balloon
carriages, ambulances and an automobile battery of rapid fire guns, Invented
by a professor of the Northwestern
Military academy at EvanBton, 111. The
exhibition will continue throughout the
week.

Train Wrecked.
Atlanta. Ga.. March 23. The north
bound passenger train on the Southern
railway, which left this city last midnight for Washington, was wrecked
this morning at Ayersville, Ga , near
Toccoa, eighty miles from this city,
by a landslide of rock. A tramp was
instantly killed and the fireman and
engineer of the train north of Atlanta
severely bruised and scalded. The
train was approaching a deep cut
when, with any warning, a large slide
of rock fell acrosB the track. None of
the passengers were hurt.
Subscribe lor The Citizen.

RIVER RISING.

Mississippi Flood May Do Heavy Dam
age at New Orleans,
New Orleans, March 23. With all-- .
the Louisiana levees on the main
stream holding, the river continues to
rise slowly here. Today the gauge reg
istered 20.1, a rise ot
in
twenty-fou- r
hours. If the present rate
of rise is continued the weather bureau's prediction of the 21st will be
FATAL FIRE.
realized. The temporary levees that
have been built along the commercial
Several Volunteer Fire Fighters Kill front are now high enough to stand
ed by Falling Wall. the maxim, considerably - more. No
Lincoln, March 23. A special from news of fresh crevasses reached ber
Shelton, Neb., says:
today.
A falling wall caught several volun
River Rising.
teer fire fighters here at 10 o'clock this
morning. Fred. Colby was dragged out
La Crosse, Wis., March 23. The w
alive from the debris. It Is not known Mississippi river Is rising rapidly
how many are burled beneath the de- again at this point, the stage now bebris. A fire originated yesterday af ing 8.5, a rise of thirteen Inches since
ternoon In the office of a newspaper Saturday. This Is a foot over last
and three buildings with their con- year's high water mark. Portions of
tents were destroyed. The ruins were Pettlbone park, the city's principal
fanned into a blaze again this morning summer resort, are under water, and a
and two drug stores and two hardware rise of a foot or more will force many
stores caught fire. The town being of the residents of the lower portion
without fire protection, more than 300 of the city to vacate their homes.
Many farm lands In this vicinity are.
men, women and children turned out
to fight the flames, which, aided by a flooded and communication by road
strong wind, threatened the entire with most of the suroundlng rural districts Is cut off.
busines district.

SPURIOUS

GOLD COIN.

one-tent- h

'Morrow All Right.
Special to Citizen.
ta
Fe. N. M.. March 3- ,- Oiirnal- Deraocrat wrong again, as usual. Mor-roIs not In jail. Have Investigated
and be U all right,
k.
w

TWO

Men Arrested tor Passing Coun-

terfeit Money.
BEFORE THE

GRAND

CHARGES AGAINST
JURY.

Luke Walsh, of the Metropolitan sa
is the possessor of a $10 gold
piece that is light Jn weight and on
close examination looks bad to the
owner. Two young men, one claiming
to be a pugilist, who have been banging around the city for the past two
weeks, had considerable difficulty in
passing the $10 gold piece, but finally
succeeded, doing the quick vanishing
act, only to be apprehended and locked
up later.
They give their names as Harry B.
Tutwller and J. Kelly, and give evidence of being bum railroad workers.
They entered the White Elephant
last night and after ordering up the
drinks they offered the bogus coin in
payment. The bartender's quick eye
detected the bad parts, and he asked
them to wait a moment and he would
et it cnanged, at the same time start
ing back to the tables.
"Never mind," they called after him
eagerly, and told him to bring it back
as tney had plenty of change. He
handed It back and was given good
money for the booze they had Just put
away. What other places they visited
is not known, but they finally bit the
Metropolitan and bought a bottle of
whisky. They handed over the bad
coin again. Mr. Walsh being busy, did
not look at It closely until after they
had gone, which they did In an awful
hurry. When he did look at it he was
not took in, uiscovering that it was on
the bum. He reported the matter to
Officer Knapp, who soon had his men
in Jail. They were brought before
Judge Crawford this morning and
bound over to the United States grand
jury. An iudlctment against them will
probably be returned tnis week.
loon,

Indicted.
The United States grand Jury returned an indictment against Harry Tut- -

f

WOOD.

Rathbone, the Cuban Defaulter, Should
Subside.
Washington, March 23. Secretary
Root today took official action on the
charges made by Eaten O. Rathbone
against Uilgadier General Leonard
Wood. He made an endorsement on the
papers, saying that no answer to the
charges was required from General
Wood and no action will be taken
thereoa; that It was known to the sec
retary of war that the charges In every reipect were without Just foundation.
Tlw secretary refers to the part tak
en by the military governor In the post
office cases In which Rathbone wag a
defendant, saying that General Wood
at every step had the approval of the
secretary of war and exercised only
such control as was necessary as military governor.
He refers to the game of Jai Alal and
declares that the gift accepted by
General Wood had no relation whatever to any official action of his, but
was part of the expression of gratitude of the Cuban people toward the
representative of the United States
and to have refused the gift would
have been discourteous and unjustifiable.

Revolution in San Domingo.
San Domingo, Republic of Santa Domingo, March 23. Revolutionists have
attacked and captured one of the forts
defending this city. Many men were
killed on both sides. The fighting continues. The garrison at Fort San Carlos, about two miles from this city,
has declared Itself in favor of the revolutionists. President Vasquez Is absent In the Interior.
Heavy Firing.
23. United
Washington,
March
States Consul General Maxwell, at San
Domingo, had cabled the state depart
ment that a revolution has broken out
in that city and that at the hour that
he sent the cablegram heavy firing
was in progress.

THE ALBUQUERQUE
pear.

HOT WATER

GOOD

A

BAG!

HAVE YOU A GOOD ONE?.

.

Call and lot us show you good honest values In Hot Water Bags,

Fountain Syringes, Combination 8yrlnges. Atomizers, etc. We soil
tbcm on a positive guarantee for perfect workmanship and durability.

B. H. BRIQGS & CO.,
ALVAR4DO PHARMACY

PROPRIETORS

JWbuqufrquf
HUGHES

&

Dalit

McCREIGHT, Publishers

Huehea
W. T. McOrelght....Mr.

ThOK

ifijct)

Editor

and City Editor

Published Daily and Weekly.

UNION)tTABEL
Associated Press Afternoon Dispatches
Largest City and County Circulation
The Largest New Mexico Circulation
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation
Terms of Subscription.

Impossible to collect this back tax. but
the matter can now be looked Into,
and the tax dodging concerns put upon
the tax lists at the right value.
The malicious, vicious and vindict
Ive policy of the Democrat Is doing
that paper great harm. Its owner, the
late A. A. Grant, prohibited such a
course for his newspaper, and the verdant nephew who has charge of the
sheet Is disobeying the positive orders
of his benefactor.

DAli.f CITIZEN. MONDAY,

The meeting was a complete

plaining to excited depositors that trninipli. Helms
h i s
their money Is not to be squandered by sacrificed
health
success.
to
Joshua In political schemes.
A mnn can
AN OLD GOSSIP.

snaggled toothed old gossip named Mary Ellis Howe, alleged to be hailing from Detroit. Michigan, has straddled the Democrat's forum and In a
column of twaddle retails the kitchen
gossip of a hoarding house landlady
of this city. Poor old Mary Ellis Howe
Is unknown to the editor of this paper,
but, we feel It Incumbent upon us to
assure her, from information received,
that h"r ugliness will protect her from
the bad men of this city.
Poor old Mary Ellis Howe has stuck
her shriveled nose into a controversy
that does not concern her In the least.
She says she is a transient visitor,
stopping at one of the lodging houses
of the town. She appears to want notoriety and her wish will be accommo
dated.
A

sue
ceed and be

strong if he
heeds
Nature's
warnings. When
there is indices,
turn, loss of ap.
petite, ringing in

JEMEZ X SULPHUR HOT SPRINGS
8TAGE LINE.
Carries the u. M. man; only line with
a change of stock en route: pond rtv
horses and drivers; leaves Albuquerque every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
urday at 5 a. m. For nartlcnlara
d.
dress W. L. Trimble & Co., agents, Al
buquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, nronrl.
tor, Jcmcz.
MONUMENTS.

All kinds of stone and marble

ears, dizzt.
ness, spots be.
fore the eyes or
Hie

H. Q. MAURINO

& CO.

Go to

the White Elephant for the
German imported beer. Just received

palpitation of the
heart ; any or all
of these symptoms

,

..11

u.

-

r..
.

(am
.v. n
U

1

,

from Germany.

htALTH

POODS.

We keep the mot complete stock of
health foods In the city and we sell
them at eastern prices. Caramel Cereal, Toasted Wheat Flakes, Toasted
Corn Flakes, Hulled Wheat, Hulless
Beans, Nut Butter, Bromose, Protose,
Meltose, Oranola, Granose Biscuit,
Peptrene, Zwieback, Malted Nuts and
Beef Fluid. A fresh Bupply of the
above Just received. Try them.
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE,
323 South Second street, Bell 'Phone

The "Common Sense Medical Adviser,"
large pages ir paper covers, is sent
free on receipt of 21
stamps to
pay expense of mailim; only. Address
Dr. R. V. Tierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
1008

In Mexican d rawn work we are
showing a big assortment.
Albert
Faber, 305 West Railroad avenue.
o

preservallne or col
oring in Matthews' Jersey milk.
. o
Fresh Cut Flowers,
IVES, THE FLORIST.
No tuberculosis

HROFESIONAL CARDS
DENTISTS.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.

OF

COMMERCE

OF

ALBUQUERQUE,

N.

M.

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPI TAL, $100,000.00.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
M. 8. OTERO, President.
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P., and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Astt Cashier
WM. MclNTOSH
80LOMON LUNA
GEO. ARNOT.
J. C. BALDRIDGE
A. M. BLACKWELL
W. A. MAXWELL
DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA FE RAILWAY

J.

M.

flOORE

Office hours, 8:30
Railroad avenue.
a. mfl to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to 6 p. m.
Telephone 462. Appointments made by
mail.

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

8"S

BOY.

Ellis MacDougall, D. D. 8.
Out This Way, Twenty Odd Years Ago,
N. T. Armijo building, room 2. Office
hours, 8:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p.
He Stole a Horse From Capt.
m. to 6 p. m. Appointments made by
malt. Automatic 'phone 157; Old
Jack Crawford.
'phone 62.
A

BANK

(ESTABLISHED 1886.)

one-cen- t

D

THE

'

.

occupation. Some four months ai;o a friend
recommended your Golden Medical Discovery.'
After a week's treatment I hail derived so much
tienefit that 1 continued the nieilicinc. I have
taken three Iwttles and am convinced it has
In my case accomplished o permanent cure. I
can conscientiously recommend it to the thoo-sand- s
of riyspei-ticihroiiKhciil the land."

BLUE-EYE-

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSUR PASSED FACILITIES

A15.

ABSTRACTS OF TITL2 TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING. PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
IN8URE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST.
RATES. HOU8E8 RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
AND
, ,
j.

LAWYERS.
Bernard 8. Rodey

Scotch-Canadian-

hmcd
Troubles
cured by

wm--

Prices moderate. Shop and yard corner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.

point to weakness and ff
...... ...
.
1
6
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery cures diseases or the stomach
and other organs of digestion and nutrition
Hy perfect an. I abundant nourishment dis
1a mJ I I
tributed to each vital
c
organ it enables the
.,
'
ii
nuu oi an me organs tu preserve the perfect healil-- . of
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY the body.
"For Blioiil two years 1 iinVrnl from very
TakeLaxative Brorao Quinine Tablets. olnti
case of dyspepsia ."writes K K Secord,
on every Hfi., unit
This slgna- - Jfmi f.
of ii Kastrrn Ave.. Tummo. Ontario
I
tried
(rreat iiiiiiilx-- of remnlies without sucture
box, 25c. cess
,M
,
I finally u,t faj,,
,
lar (tone that I could not
anv Milid food In
my stomach lor
Kilties Band "Not a Band."
long timr.
melancholy
nor follow my
The remarkable and unrivalled suc- and depressed. Could not

I'pon reaching homo from Santa Fe
that O. N. Marron and ten
other subscribers had withdrawn their
subscriptions from The Citizen. Marron was always small most contemptibly little but he Is growing smaller
Copies of this pnprr mny hp found on at both ends each year. Politically he
file at Washington In the olllre of our has become a microbe.
rpeclal correspondent. K. O. Slirgers, 91S
cess obtained throughout its tours of
F street N. W., Washlnirton D. C.
the United States by the famous KilBANK
RUNS.
16.0(1
ties band of Canada has been marred
Dally, by mall, one year
When a bank announces that It Is by but one criticism, which is made
3.00
Dally, by mall, six months
Dally, by mall, three months
1.50 going Into politics it Is treading on
by some of Its rivals among the great
R0
Daily, by mall, one month
nangerous ground. In nearly every In- touring bands of the continent. "The
75
Ially. by carrier, one month
Weekly, by mall, per year
J. 00
The Dally Cltlsen will be delivered In stance It has led to the failure of the Kilties band is not a band; It Is an agthe city at the low rate of 20 cents per bank. Several of the strongest banks gregation of Highland dancers, singers
week, or for 76 cents per month, when In Philadelphia were wrecked by their
and bagpipers with a big military band
These rates are less than
raid monthly.
If any other dally paper In the ter- officials trying to boss political affairs. thrown In," Is the way one critic deritory.
ofpower
political
To hold
these bank
scribes it. That the Kilties' band Itself
ficials were compelled to spend money compares favorably with the best or
lavishly. This excited the suspicion of ganizations which have ever toured
the depositors, and a run on the bank America Is admitted, but it has struck
was the result In each case.
also the happy idea of varying the possible monotony of successive band seS.
W.
BURKE.
lections by alternating
The flopping corporation organ is with Scotch reels, flings,those numbers
sword dances
now editorially controlled by a humpand horn pipes, as well as
solos
backed old hypocrite, who never in his and 'harmonized choruses, vocal
In all of
any
principle, or to which
life was true to
the Highlanders show that the
any friend. He has acted the sneak
s
muare well
against every man who has tried to be sicians as well as light oftrained The
foot.
rehis friend. He brought about the
novel bare kneed uniform, the kilt, is
This territory will make remarkable tirement of Geo. F. Albright from the both picturesque and attractive. To
gains in wealth and population this Democrat from the Blmple desire to in the statement that the Kilties "are not
year.
jure a man who had befriended him. a band" alone, comes a decided recHe is now trying to agitate a race
Certainly the enormous
The knockers and kickers in this war in this county from pure inborn ommendation.
town are few in number and inflntesi-ma- l cussedness. He has devoted his whole cowds of enthusiastic Americans who
have cheered the Highlanders to the
in influence.
life to villlfylng some one at the dicta echo in the 200 American cities altion of a boss. He has no political in ready visited would lead to the ImpresThe Quay County Democrat suc- fluence, and in forty years has never sion that
novelty and versatility in a
ceeds the Pathfinder at Tucumcarl. called his soul his own. The quicker band constitute important
in
James Newton, a good printer, has the corporation organ gets rid of this success. The Kilties will elements
appear at
a
plant
live remarkable old political shyster the
leased the
and will issue
Colombo hall on March 28.
local county paper.
better it will be for the sheet As a
newspaper wrecker Burke has a repuA Physician Writes.
' Our Joshua's scheme to have Mlera tation.
"I am desirous of knowing If the profession can obtain Herblne In bulk for
pack the Judges at the special election
prescribing purposes? It has been of
WILL EQUALIZE TAXES.
In April was knocked out in the first
If properly equalized the taxes of great use to me in treating cases of
round at Santa Fe. This is why Joshua
on by excesses or
the people of this city would be about dyspepsia brought
suddenly became a reformer.
I have never known it to
two per cent on the actual valuation of overwork.
fall In restoring the organs affected,
The Citizen prefers to help build up property. As it has been in the past to their healthful activity." 60c bottle
everybody in this city, but if it really the rich corporations, like the Albu at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy B. Ruppe.
o
becomes necessary to take a summer's querque Water Supply company, have
Porter Morrow In Trouble.
job of ripping up things, it will be en dodged equal taxation. The poor peo
Morrow,
Porter
the well known
tered upon with energy and dispatch. ple of the city In addition to paying
high water rates have helped pay the salesman for the Simmons Hardware
company, haa been arrested and takWill Joshua give bis consent to Mr, taxes of the rich concerns. This Is to
to Santa Fe, charged with embezMiera to publish that letter of his be all changed. The new law relating en
formerly
bout how to carry an election by to the equalization of taxes Is the azlement and fraud. He was
Albuquerque
of
has a
and
resident
New
by
ever
passed
a
measure
best
packing the Judges? It would make
Mexico legislature. There is no loop large number of friends here, who reInteresting reading Just now.
hole left for the rich tax dodger to es gret that be Is in trouble.
Because he could not control the edl cape paying his share of taxation. The
Raw or Inflamed Lungs
torial policy of The Citizen, O. N. Mar- territorial board of equalization Is Yield quickly to the wonderful curaevery
go
to
into
authority
clothed
with
ron, with a flourish of trumpets, stoptive and healing qualities of Foley's
ped taking the paper. This Is the us county and equalize the tax returns Honey and Tar. It prevents penumonla
ual manner of the small boss on such of the same. The traveling auditor Is and consumption from a hard cold set
also clothed with authority to bring tied on the lungs. Alvarado Pharmacy.
occasions.
o
about equal assessment of property
There will be a United States civil
O. N. Marron has fastened himself for taxation. In a short time it will be
on the territorial fair long enough. He impossible for anyone to hold several service examination held in this city
uses the funds solicited from the peo hundred lots in the best parts of this on May 5 for the position of translator
ple to pay himself a salary and to city for speculative purposes, and turn and bibliographer. Blanks for the ex
give fat positions to his cronies. Kick them in for taxable purposes at $10 ainination can be obtained at the post
office.
each.
him out at once.
The day of the rich tax dodger In
The republicans of this city and New Mexico Is almost over.
county are not in the least excited
OUR JOSHUA.
over the flop of the corporation sheet.
In olden times there was a Joshua
It changed to republican a few years
ago simply to try to evade taxation who, it is asserted, commanded the
sun to stand still while he settled a
and secure political patronage.
rough house disturbance with the hea
While a few excited citizens of Al- then who were trying to knock him
buquerque were snorting around last out of the Job of bossing the several
week abusing Frank A. Hubbell, that wards of Jerusalem and the adjacent
gentleman was at Santa Fe doing ev- precincts In that vicinity. The chron
erything in his power to secure an ad- icler of that event asserts that both
ditional appropriation for the territo- the sun and moon stopped while
Joshua was carvlug his enemies. This
rial university.
haa been a mooted nueHt'on for cen
Poor old Mary Ellis Howe says that turies, but there Is no doubt that
carried the caucus and remain
the business men of Albuquerque know Joshua
Hughes They surely do. For twenty- - ed political boss of Jerusalem till he
two years Hughes has worked for the waxed old aud was called to his
Lest business interests of Albuquer fathers.
In imitation and emulation of his
que, and all bills against Hughes are
distinguished namesake, one Joshua
paid on presentation.
ot Las egas, a successful money
conceived the notion the oth
The Springer Stockman, a democrat changsr,
Ic paper, baa conceived the notion that er day that he would do something
rZDYSPEPJIACURE
there is a terrible political row going more than clip coupons and calculate
on in this city. Nothing of the kind Interest, and at once become the
Under all curable conditions
neighbor. The biennial political flop Joshua of Albuquerque and smite his
of the Democrat has occurred, and enemies. He was actuated to thi
Mr. D. ICauble of Mrs.W.W. Lay-the usual small comment has follow heroic notion from the sordid fact that
Nevada, O., was
ler of Hllliard,
county
collector
tax
the
of
this
re
had
ed.
Pa., was cured
cured by Kodol
moved the funds of the county to an
of Chronto
ot stomach
Dyspepsia by
A little gang of snarling hyeua's in other bank. Joshua was so mad that
trouble which
had effected
the us of
this town have been barking at our he advised the people to quit paying
Kodol.
hU heart.
heels for several days, until it has tcxes. In this way he thought he would
Therefore, we diminish the cash that was flowing In
Krown monotonous.
to the coffers of a hated rival. He also
have concluded it Is somewhat of
duty to wipe them up, and we are go advised that the republican leaders of
ing to do the Job to the very best of this county should be at once wiped
out of political existence. He called an
our ability.
Indignation meeting and hired Marron
The manager of the corporation and Field to arouse the people and
t.heet recently, it is said, stated that throw off their chains. It was on the
bis enterprises in this city had escap- program to have the address of Spar
ed paying four thousand dollars a year tacus delivered on that occasion, but
by his paper pretending to be republi the small boy who was to recite the
IHfMUWkslY -- It "Hi
can. This matter should be prompt stirring lines and wave a flag, took
ly investigated. Of course, it will be the stomach ache, and could not ap B. H. Brlggs & Co. and. S. Vann
Son
we found

ATt THE TOP.

fiasco, and Joshua's movement Is dead,
It is a laudable ambition to reach the
and the few dupes who followed his top of the iRdder of mkcm Hut many
are
they
advice are wondering where
a man who reaches Hie topmost rung
at, and his bank Is busily engaged ex- finds his position a tonneM instead of t
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FRONTIER STORY.

Albuquerque,

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

N.

MANAGER OP
Prompt attention given to all business
pertaining to the profession. Will prao-tlc- e
From Denver Field and Farm.
In all courts of the territory and beIn 1882, after the Victorlo campaign, fore tho United States land office.
Captain Jack Crawford was appointed
Ira M. Bond
42 F street N. W.,
post trader at old Fort Craig, N. M. He ATTORNET-AT-LANext Door to First National Sank.
s,
D.
C. Pensions, lands,
Washington,
was awarded a contract for 340 tons
copyrights, cavlats, letters patent,
Now Telephone 221.
of hay at 122.40 the government ton. trade marks, claims.
One morning a bright a bright, blue
eyed boy, with very light hair, came ATTORNEY-AT-LA- William D. Lee
room 7, N.
to blm in the hayfleld and asked for a T. Armijo building. WillOffice,
practico In all
Job. The boy said he had came from the courts of the territory.
Illinois and said he was about 17 years
R. W. D. Bryan
of age. Despite the dust and grime of ATTORNEY-AT-LAAlbuquerque, N.
M. Office, First National Bank building.
travel, he was fairly well dressed.
R. P. HALL, Proprietor
Captain Crawford Bays:
"After
Frank W. Clancy
questioning him I made up my mind I ATTORNEY-AT-LArooms I and 8. N. Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys,
had a runaway from a good home. I T. Armijo building, Albuquerque, N. M.
Grade Bars, Babbitt Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
had no work for'hlra, but as he said he
E. W. Dobson
Repairs on Mining and Ml 11 Machinery a Specialty.
was broke I told him to stay in camp ATTORNEY-AT-LAOffice, Cromwell FOUNDRY 8IDE RAILROAD TRACK
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
and eat for a few days and help to block, Albuquerque, N. M.
cook a little. Three days later I gave
John H. Stingle
him work at raking hay and a week ATTORNEY-AT-LACromwell block,
later I was called to Santa Fe on busi- Albuquerque, N. M.
ness.
PHYSICIANS.
"When I returned by little boy, HarDr. J. E. Bronson
ry, ran out and said, 'Oh, papa. Pet is
Homeopathlo Physician,
stolen.' 'Who stole her?' I asked. Then Room 17,
Wblllng Block.
Eva, my daughter, Joined in: 'Oh, papa, that boy must have stolen Pet last
evening, as she was picketed Just back
Fop Piles, Burns, Sores
of the store.' Pet was a steel dust
race mare for which I bad paid $275
0
and I needed her in my business. I o
IN EVENING ATTIRE
soon took the trail, well mounted, and
a
with a Winchester and a pair of
I felt that I could hold my
own with this desperate blue eyed
boy horbethlef. Well, I did run onto
him and, of course, he needed killing,
because he would steal from others
ii
and Anally get to be a desperado and
kill people. But how could I or any one
kill a boy lying sound asleep under a
sottonwood without gun or pistol and
my mare turned loose and grazing
Lack toward the fort, only twenty
miles away?
'"Hello, George; wake up, George;
it'b time to go to work. Get up!' And
George sat up and rubbed his eyes.
Then, seeing me standing in front of
him with a pair of six shooters in my
belt, he turned pale and Jumping to
his feet exclaimed, 'Oh, Captain, I did a man naturally wants to look his best
can if his linen accords with his
not steal Pet; I only borrowed her. I
you want to buy Flour and Bran, cr want 'to eel!
have no saddle, no bridle, and soon as habiliments can If we attend to his When
Wheat, write to
You will make not the
I reached this far I started her back laundering.
BELEN, N; M
for home:' 'Yes, my boy, that may be slightest mistake in entrusting your THE JOHN BEOKEK OO , Props.
true; but you go and catch Pet. She washables to us, for we know how to
Residence, Automatic 'Phone 299
is dragging the rope and only a short launder well and use our knowledge Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
Bell Telephone No. 1 1 5.
distance up the river grazing. You will conscientiously.
have to go with me.'
"I could easily have put this boy In
Jail or from four to seven years, but
after keeping him over night at my
house and pretending to prepare him
for Jail I finally got a confession out
Back of Pottofflce,
of him. He had been reading dime
novels, patronized the blood and thunder dramas aud acknowledged that It
was such things that led him to run
Get Your
away. He gave nie his father's address and I wired him, received money
Summer Soil
LOCAL UNDERTAKER SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.
by telegraph and sent the boy home.
He is cashier today in one of the big
Made at
banks in an eastern city and I have
had many a goo.l square meal there In
return for the pork and beans and al
THOUSANDS SAVED By
WILLIAM
kali water with which, twenty-onAdvertise in newspapers
years ago, I stuffed this blue eyed
anywhere at anytime
boy."
call on or write
For Consumption. Coughs, Colds
Children's Cougns and Colds.
GLEASNER
L C. Date's Advertising Agency
Mrs. Joe McGrath. 827 East First
and all THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
6m5
street, Hutchinson, Kan., writes: "I
Ban rwNCico
This wonderful medicine positively
have given Ballard's Horehound Syrup
curea Consumption, Cour;l)e, Colds
THE TAILOR
to my children for coughs and colds
for the past four years, and And it the
P'onchitis, Asthmn, Pneumonia,
IN
best medicine I ever used." Unlike
Fever, Pletiris', LnOrippe.
lia,
2
2161-NEWSPAPERS
South
many cough syrups, it contains no
MAGAZINES
opium, but will soothe and heal any
TRADE PAPERS
livery bottloguaranteexi
Seeoil St.
disease of the throat or lungs quicker
WRITI tom HATS TO
than any other remedy. 25c, 50c and
NOCUREhftftO PAY.
CO.
CURTIS NEWHALL
B
11.00 at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy
Albuquerque
1
FREE.
SOcafloW-1BOTTLES
fltCE
toe ANetiie. CAiiroRNi.
Huppe.
M.

Albuquerque Abstract Company

pat-ent-

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works

THE JOHN BECKER CO..

Salve
DeWltt's
aooaoooooaaaaooooa

Roll or Mills and Elevator

aoaoaoooooooaaaaoa

0 ti

ii

Imperial Laundry

COMHERCIAL

e

CLUB BUILDINO.
If you want to

'fj

Mr-h!it-

s

cl.

ADVERTISE

fllE ALBllQUERQUEfDAlLY CITIZEN

Railroad Topics
graph company.
At the conclusion of the arguments
the court reserved decision.

WOOL RATES GO UP.

Western Roads Made

Vigorous

Pro-

test.
unarl has arisen over the action
of the eastern railroads In advancing
the freight rates on wool. It Is asserted that efforts were made to avoid
publicity In connection with the In- rreased tariff In order to delay the Inevitable protests of the western lines
and the shippers until the change had
gone into effect.
Already the western lines are making their .protests and their objections
are couched In the most vigorous fashion. The eastern roads, however,
ifest no disposition to recede and assert that their action was forced by the
avarice of the western systems In exacting an unjust share of the tariff.
They point out that while the lines
west of Chicago and St. Louis hauled
the wool not more than 2,000 miles
their share of the rate was more than
four times as great as the proportion
allowed the eastern roads for hauling
the same freight just half as far.
The new tariff went Into effect
March 1. Before that date the through
rate was $2 each for each 1,000 pounds.
Of this the western lines received 11.64
and the roads making the haul to the
seaboard got 36 cents. The eastern
lines have made the advance by
f erring wool from the commodities
schedule to the general classification,
washed wool going Into the first class
and unwashed wool Into the third

The best pill 'neath the stars and

A

class.

The advance thus
tariff from Mississippi
.

effected In the

river basing
points to the seaboard is estimated at
15 ner cent. The western roads will
either have to reduce or advance their
rate to secure relief through the Cen
tral Freight association. It Is suggested that a Joint meeting of eastern and
western lines might succeed in adjusting the tangle.

stripes;

the system and never
gripes.
Little Early Hirers of wordly repute-A- sk
for DeWltt's and take no subIt cleanses

J

stitute.

A small pill, easy to buy, easy to

take

and easy to act, but never falling in
results. DeWltt's Little Early Risers
arouse the secretions and act as a
tonic to the liver, curing permanently.
B. H. Briggs & Co.; S. Vann & Son.
o

Reduction of Time to the Coast.
A dispatch to the Record-Heralfrom Omaha says:
Regarding the plans of the
lines for the coming
year a Union Pacific official Is quoted
as follows:
"We propose to cut the time from
New York to San Francisco to three
days. Contracts have aland one-hal- f
ready been let for doubling 144 miles
miles of It in
of track, seventy-siWyoming.
"The Southern Pacific Is now planning a tunnel through the Nevada
mountains to cost $10,000,000. This
will make a tremendous difference In
present schedules. The heaviest work,
however, will be the reduction of
grades and straightening of curves, Involving $10,000,000 of expenditures.
The result will make the proposed remarkably short schedule possible."
Dangers of Pneumonia.
A cold at this time if neglected is liable to cause pneumonia which is so
often fatal, and even when the patient
has recovered the lungs are weakened,
making them peculiarly susceptible to
the development
of consumption.
Foley's Honey and Tar will stop the
cough, heal and strengthen the lungs
Alvarado
and prevent penumonia.
Pharmacy.
o

More Riots.
Coffelt Trial Begun.
A dispatch
from Winfleld, Kan.,
Disturbances of strikers are not nearof
ly as grave as an Individual disorder
says:
sleep,
the system. Overwork, loss of
O. W. Coffelt's third trial for the
nervous tension will be followed by murder of O. C. Montgomery, a Santa
remedy
a

reliable
There's
is immediately employed.
nothing so efficient to cure disorders
of the liver or kidneys as Electric Bitters. It's a wonderful tonic, and
tive neivlne and the greatest allaround medicine for run down systerns. It dispels nervousness, rheuma
tism and neuralgia and expels malaria
germs. Only 60c, and satisfaction
guaranteed by all druggists.

titter collapse, unless

yards on account of a congestion of
traffic. Three cars of spikes arrived
over the Denver & Rio Grande and two
cars of fish plates came In on the
Santa Fe yesterday for the new road.
New Mexican.
Engineer John D. Heart and wife
left yesterday for Springfield, Ohio,
where they expect to reside. Mr. Heart
had charge of the electric light plant
of the local shops.
R. E. Somraers, a Santa Fe engineer
with a run out Of Las Vegas, N. M., arrived in this city yesterday and will
spend several days here visiting with
friends. He Is In the west on a month's
leave of absence. San Bernardino
Sun.
A dispatch to the Chicago Record-Heralfrom Elkhart, Ind., says:
"Henry Stone, said to be the oldest locomotive engineer In the country, has
resigned from the service of the Lake
Shore. He entered their employ fifty
years ago."
Fireman Bryan, who was formerly
call boy at the tound house at Las
Vegas, but who has of late been firing
the engine on the Santa Fe branch,
was badly scalded about the head and
face Friday, while underneath the engine cleaning the ash pan.
The Western Passenger association
roads have agreed to grant a rate of
one fare, plus $2, for the round trip for
tne dedication ceremonies of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition at St. Louis,
April 3 to May 3. This follows the action recently taken by the St. Louis
lines.
"Con" Murray, a former popular resident of New Mexico, and at one time
a Santa Fe engineer, is seriously ill
and is in a hospital at Springfield, Mo.
Mr. Murray is at present superintend
ent of equipment of the Santa Fe and
is very popular In railroad circles. His
many friends here will be pained to
learn of his serious illness.
General Manager W. S. Hopewell, of
the Santa Fe Central railway, will
leave this evening for Trinidad to look
after the forwarding of many cars con
taining railroad supplies for the Santa
Fe Central now in the yards of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway
company at that point. He expects to
return to this city tomorrow night.
New Mexican.
d

After La tinppe What?
Usually a hacking cough and a general feeling of weakness, often leading to fatal results after the patient is
supposed to have passed the danger
point. Foley's Honey and Tar is guaranteed to cure the "grippe cough" and
make you strong and well. It never
fails to stop a cough If taken In time.
Take no substitutes. Alvarado Pharmacy.

Fe detective, began in the district
court Thursday afternoon. His attorneys attempted to have the case continued, and, falling in this, asked for
a change of venue on the ground that
the presiding judge had been deputy
county attorney during the two former
trials. This motion was also overruled.
The crime for which Coffelt is being
o
tried was committed October 6, 1901,
Will Purify Water Supply.
'
After Coal in the South.
when some one crept up to MontgomThe general manager of the Union
has
railroad
The Illinois Central
ery's home in this city and fired a load Pacific has closed a contract with a
about completed the survey of a line of buckshot through the window, kill- Chicago company for construction of
between Bemls, on the main line of ing him.
twenty-fivplants to
the system from Fulton to Jackson,
on the system between
be
constructed
RAILROAD
NOTES.
way
to
by
Tenn.,
Jackson,
of
Miss.,
Omaha and Salt Lake. The order Js
Tuscumbia, Ala., with a view to tapDr. P. J. Kaster, chief surgeon for the largest of its kind ever given in
ping the rich coal and iron fields of the Santa Fe, is in the city.
this or any other country, and contemAlabama. The survey runs through
Engine No. 47 made a trial trip yes- plates the expenditure of at least
parthe Shlloh National Park and then
terday after a siego in the local shops.
Work is to begin at once. The
allels the Tennessee river to TuscumTrainmaster E. J. Gibson of the Al- officials of the Union Pacific have
bia. The line, when built, will open up buquerque division, spent Sunday here
solved the question of pure water. It
a section rich in timber and agricul- with his family.
is estimated that the average life of
resources,
tural
and will at the same
work of erecting the new Rail- locomotives will be more than doubled.
The
time give the Illinois Central a direct road Y. M. C. A. building at Topeka
line for the handling of its share of the Is progressing rapidly. Quite a large
So Sweet and Pleasing In Taste I
coal and mineral traffic now originat- part of the foundation haa been laid.
Mrs. C. Peterson, 625 Lake street,
ing in the Alabama and Tennessee
Frank Johnson, of the Albuquerque Topeka, Kan., speaking of Ballard's
fields.
shops, is in the city making a short Horehound Syrup, says: "It has never
to give entire satisfaction, and
stay
with relatives. San Bernardino failed
Danger of Colds and Grip.
of all cough remedies, it is my favSun.
The greatest danger from colds and
orite, and I must confess to my many
Engineer H. H. Brown, recently of friends that It will do, and has done,
grip Is their resulting in pneumonia.
If reasonable care is used, however, the Panhandle division of the Santa what is claimed for It to jpeedily
and Chamberlain's Cough Remedy Fe, has been given a switch engine in sure a cough or cold; and it Is so sweet
and so pleasing in taste." 25c, 50c and
taken, all danger will be avoided the local yards.
John Rodgers, stenographer for W. $1.00 bottle at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy
Among the tens of thousands who have
B. Ruppe.
used this remedy for these diseases we J. Black, general passenger agent of
resigned
Fe,
the
posl
has
his
Santa
resingle
case
yet
to learn of a
have
HOTEL ARRIVAL3.
of a better one in Trini
sulting in pneumonia, which shows tlon in favor
"
conclusively that it Is a certain pre dad, Colo.
Alvarado.
A force of twenty men left here yes
George W. Carter and wife, Jackson,
ventatlve of that dangerous disease,
It will cure a cold or an attack of the terday for Kennedy to work for the Mich.; John B. Eldrige, Oakland; Al
grip in less time than any other treat Santa Fe Central railway. Several cars Haas, Kansas City; J. F. McNally, San
inent. It Is pleasant and safe to take. of railroad building supplies for this Aiarcial; G. H. Mosher, Los Angeles;
company are delayed at the La Junta Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Collings. Chicago;
For sale by all druggists.
Miss Mattie Cruise, Hillsboro; Leslie
BETTER SHOW
OFFICIALLY ANNOUNCED.
W. Newberry, Hartford, Conn.; W. N
Townsend and wife, Santa Fe: E. S.
For Her Cihldren Than She Had.
Supt. R. J. Ptrktr, of Colorado Division
They will do it because they don't Wakan, W. Beach, Pueblo; C. H. Har-rls- ,
to Go to Chicago Division.
E. Netherwood and wife, Denver;
Trainmasters Bristow, of Raton, and think carefully, but parents who give
Sears, of Marceline. are being talked coffee to children reap their own pun Carl Reed, Wlnslow; Upton Hays, Las
of as successors to R. J. Parker as su Ishment in the puny, sickly looking Vegas; C. H. Elmendorf. San Antonio,
N. M.; C. M. Beach, Cincinnati; Lee
perintendent of the Colorado division little ones.
Many and many a child has been Hirsh, New York; Oliver Crosby. St.
at Pueblo. It Is now officially an'
nounced that the changes on the Chi started on the road to disease tha't Paul; J. A. Clark and wife, Pittsburg;
cago division, spoken of in this paper ended in death, by being Improperly E. W. Alexander and wife, Detroit; W.
several days ago, will take place. The fed and given coffee, which is a rank J. MeOuIre, Chicago; Alex Brown, New
division will be divided. Superintend poison to many a highly organized hu York.
ont Dolan will remain in charge of the man leing.
Sturges' European.
A lady of Atlanta, Ga., says: "My
north half and R. J. Parker will take
Geo. Parker, Denver;
Phil Prager,
charge of the south half, with head- mother was a slave to the whims of
quarters at Fort Madison. Hence a su her children and let us eat and drink Trinidad; R. T. Hart, Las Vegas; F. A.
perintendent for the Colorado division anything we called for, particularly she Forde, Gallup; Mrs. W. Darling, II. B.
Holman, Richard Memell, Las Vegas;
is being talked of, but it can not be gave us coffee and lots of it.
"I grew up delicate, half sick and Jas. Lucas, Cerrillos; T. Ramsay and
told with any degree of certainty who
the party will be until the appointment miserable. When I was about grown wife, Hogan, N. M.; A. A. Knott,
Col.; R. L. Stone, Kansas City;
Is made and a circular Issued. New I began having serious spells with my
heart and my condition became so bad O. M. Falrchild, St. Louis: W. F.
ton Kansan Republican.
Los Angeles.
my friends decided I could not live
Pennsylvania-WesterUnion Appeal. long. At a consultation
physicians
of
Argument was begun in the United one of the doctors proposed
Hotel Highland.
that 'I disC. 1). Flowers,
States court of appeals at Philadelphia continue coffee. This was years ago
El Paso; Chas. J.
last Friday on the appeal of the Penn before Postum was discovered. I quit Buchner, Brooklyn, N. Y.; J. Payton. J.
sylvania Railroad company from the the coffee and in a year or two my D. Hunt, Joshua S. Raynohls, Las
decision of the New Jersey circuit heart was perfectly well.
Vegas; J. H. Ing, El Paso.
court, restraining the company from
"Several years later when I had a
Grand Central,
removing the poles and wires of the home of my own I imagined that the
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Trailer, Los
Western Union Telegraph company stimulant of coffee might benefit me,
from along its lines.
so I started in on it and in a few days Lunas; J. W. Langdou, Denver; W.
The railroad's contention before the the old symptoms of heart trouble re- Beach, EI Paso; E. T. Kicc, Kansas
court was that the Western Union com- turned. I quit It and took up Postum City,
pany cannot maintain its occupancy of Food Coffee for my morning beverage
Indian Territory's Fair Fund.
the railroad's right of way because of and the heart trouble disappeared. I
A dispatch to the St. Ixuis
the refusal of the railroad company to find Postum aids by digestion and has
from Vlnita. I. T., says:
give consent, and because the case helped to build up my whole system.
The people of the Indian Territory
cannot be determined before it will be"I now use it three times a day and are taking steps toward raising the
come necessary for the Pennsylvania give it to my children with the knowl- funds necessary
for the Indian Terrirailroad to carry out its contract with edge that It Is powerful, delicious tory's exhibit at the world's fair at St.
the Postal Telegraph company, which liquid food instead of a pernicious poi- Louis in 1904.
The last sesHion of
gives that company the privilege now son." Name given by Postum Co., Bat- congress Incorporated in the sundry
enjoyed by the Western Union Tele- - tle Creek, Mich.
civil bill a provision appropriating
e
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Cherry Pectoral
For colds, coughs, bronchitis, consumption. Wc
have been saying this for
60 years. The oldest doctor in town says so, too.
Or ask the youngest one
just from college.
$25,000 for this purpose, available on
condition that the Indian Territory
raise an equal amount.

It Saved Hit Leg.
P. A. Danfonh, of Lad range, Ga..
suffered for six months with a frightful
running sore on his leg; but writes
that Bucklen'a Arnica Salve wholly
cured it in five days.
For ulcers,
wounds, piles, It's the best salve in the
world. Cure guaranteed. Only 25c.
Sold by all druggists.
o

English officials have discovered an
atlas published about 1X23 which
shows the Lynn canal in British territory and wll use it before the boundary
commission.
The btomacn la the Man.
A weak stomach weakens the man,
because It cannot transform the food
he eata itno nourishment. Health and
strength cannot be restored to any sick
man or weak woman without first re
storing health and strength to the
stomach. A weak stomach cannot
digest enough food to feed the tissues
and revive the tired and run down
limbs and organs of the body. Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure cleanses, purifies,
sweetens and strengthens the glands
and membranes of the stomach, and
cures indigestion, dyspepsia and all
stomach troubles. B. H- - Briggs & Co.;
vann & son.
W. L. Douglas shoes first spring
shipment has arrived many new
styles in patent vlcl, vlcl kid, French
and box calf $3 and $3.50. SIMON
STERN, Railroad Avenue Clothier.
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SALE OF BLACK DRESS GOODS
Pebble Cheviot,
French Broadcloth and
Imported Voil- e- positively the finest $2.00 dress goods ever shown
in thif city to see them is to buy Sale Trice, per yard,
AIl-Wo- ol

52-in- ch

All-Wo-

All-Wo-

54-in- ch

ol

48-in-

ol

LININGS
pieces of 3Mnch
Arline Silk has a
beautiful hih silk
finish In black, drab
and nearly every
other color wanted
regular 25c valu- eSale Trice,
per yard . .
23

DOMES TICS
r0 bolts of
Unbleached Muslin
a splendid 8c quality.
Sale Trice
per yard . . .

Those

areherat

1

Kal-K- al

264 yard of

Wash Silks

Corded
Waah Silk at 39c tha yard.
1

ch

Finest

esc

28. In MADRAS
20 pieces of
Striped Madras
28-in-

Kal-K- al

Cloths; a fine soft material; satin finish
suitable for shirt
waists and dresses a
splendid 15c quality
Sale Trice,
--f
per yard..

Stop and think what this really means! Just the
Silks you want so popular for Shirt Waists and
Kimonas come in about 20 different styles, in
stripes and corded effects the current styles in
colorings most in demand pure white, pink, rec1,
turquoise, grey, etc. guaranteed all p. ire silk
It might seem strange to some merchants to think
that we would sell si'Ic for 39c which cost them
42 c wholesale but that is the way we do business, whenever the price can be squeezed down
even one cent, down it must go.

MJG

H

TABLE LINENS
10 pieces of
Unbleached Table
"0-in-

Damask

Is

war-

ranted pure linen in

a good variety of patterns; our regular 75- cent grade Sal
1'rice,

per yard

Sale price

ch

per yard

SALE OF ENGLISH LONG CLOTH
Extra Fine English Long Cloth

900 yards of
for less than 20c

36-in- ch

the kind that never sells

Sale Price, per yard

Albatross..

Mill Ends of Embroideries

pieces of
Albatross
in black, royal, cadet
reseda, pink, lavender, liht blue, cardinal, old rose, etc.
never sold short of
05 cents.

10,000 yards of Embroidery Mill Ends, the finest
and daintiest effects priced as you never saw them
before in any store Swiss, Hamburgand Nainsook
edgings, insertions and headings from 1 to 10
inches wide hundreds upon hundreds of patterns
every kind and style, for every use you get 2
yards for the price of one- - none worth less than
5c and up to 75c all go at

25

3fi-in-

All-Wo- ol

Sale Price
par yard

33c

worth up to
mo

4c

WOrth

UO

to O

I

lao a yard..'
worth up to 80c

a yard...

ALBUQUERQUE'S

I

un
atttarth
so a yard..'

28c

4

11

Mill Ends of

Percales

2000 yards of extra
good quality Percale
In lengths from 2 to

I

yards
warranted
fast colors; not a yard
worth less than 10c- 7

Sale Prct) (J
par
yard

s

i?

LEADING DRESS GOODS HOUSE

o

Mrs. Bauiuiui, at ner parlors, No.
i05 South First street, over the Hyde
Exploring Expltlon store, is prepared
tc give thorough scalp treatment, do
hair dressllng, treat corns, bunion
and Ingrowing nails. She gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs.
Bambini's own preparations of complexion cream builds up the skin and
improves the complexion, and are
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair falling
out; restores life to dead hair; removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Give her a trial. She also has
a very line tooth powder., which she
guarantees to be free from all metallic
substances. It perfumes the breath,
hardens the gums and makes the teeth
clean and white. It Is highly recommended by all first class dentists. Also a face powder, a freckle cure, and
pimple cure, and pile cure. All of
these preparations are purely vegetable compounds. Give her a tilal.
Automatic telephone 490.
DEMINQ.

Pointers About a Good Town In
Southern New Mexico.
Keep your eye on urming.
Demlng has lust been Incorporated.
Demlng ships over 100,000 head of cattle
annually; Is the center of the greatest
breeding: region In the southwest and cattlemen all know thla.
Demlng, the coming city of New Mex-

MAILORDERS
FILLED
WITH THE
BEST
OF CARE.

COSMOPOL-ITA-

N

PAPER
PATTERNS 10c
NONE HIGHER
NONE BETTER
220

AvtSiiiT" 5J

Leon B.5tern.propwctop

Colon ist Tickets Calif or n ia
WILL BE ON SALE AT SANTA FE TICKET OFFICE DAILY TO JUNE 15,
1903, AT RATE OF $25.00. THESE TICKETS WILL BE HONORED ON
FAST TRAINS CARRYING FREE CHAIR CARS AND PULLMAN TOURIST
SLEEPERS. LIBERAL STOPOVER PRIVILEGES IN CALIFORNIA ACCORDED.
IF YOU CONTEMPLATE LOCATING IN CALIFORNIA, This IS YOUrt
OPPORTUNITY TO GO THERE COMFORTABLY
AND ECONOMICALLY.
IRRIGATED FARMS, ORANGE AND LEMON
GROVE8 AND
OTHER
BRANCHES OF AGRICULTURE HAVE YIELDED COMPETENCIES TO
OTHER PERSONS. WHY SHOULDN'T YOU BE A3 SUCCESSFUL?

A Ftfw

ico.

Demlng has a magnificent school system.
Demlng--, the railroad center f New
Mexico.
Demlng, the gateway to the best part of
Old Mexico.
Demlng, the seat of the new county of
Luna.
Demlng Is the great mining center of

I have illustrated descriptive literature about California, as well as of the
country intervening. Other books describe the equipment of our California
trains. If interested come and get copies, or write, and will mail them to you

F. L.Myers, Ticket
Railroad Time Tables

the southwest.
Demlng! Don't overlook it If you are Denver & Rio Grande System
looking for a safe and paying Investment.
Demlng water is chemically pure-equSANTA FE BRANCH.
to Polan springs.
Time Table No. 71.
Demlng has Increased B0 per cent In pop(Effective Monday, March 2, 1003. J
ulation In four years.
Demlng water and pure ozone make
strong and healthy people.
East Bound
West Bound
No. 425
Investments In Demlng lots will double No. 426
and treble In one year.
9:05 am Lv...Sauta Fc.Arl 6:00pm
Demlng has now a large Ice plant and 10: CO am
Espanola
2:45 pm
electric light system under contract.
1:00 pm
Embudo
1:25 pm
In Demlng the demand for rental 3:3J pm . . .Tres Pledras . . . 10 : 30 pm
houses Is Ave times In excess of the sup-Pl6:46 pm
Antonlto . .... o :10pm
8:50 pm
Alamosa
6:40 nm
Demlng has an abundance of water for 3:05 am
I 1:37 am
Pueblo
Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or gar7:15 am Ar... Denver ...Lv 9:30 pm
dens.
Buy lots and build in Demlng. Tour
rental returns will be 20 per cent on the
investment.
In Demlng good safe loans can be t.ad
at better rates than In the old established
towns.
At Demlng you can buy lots at $100
which will pay you 100 per cent In less
than twelve months.
In Demlng another good hotel la needed
to accommodate the enormous Increase of
population.
Demlng la a great health result has no
superior In climate for the cure of pulmonary troubles.
Demlng will be the great smelter center.
Two large plants will be Installed within

the year.

Why buy high priced lots when you can
get them in Demlng cheap now, with certain advance assured?
Agricultural lands In Demlng are unsurpassed for fertility, production of fruits
snd vegetables of all kinds.
Demlng offers the name opportunities
now that the most pronperous cities In the
west offered several years ago.
Demlng needs one hundred new houses
to supply the demand, and needs them
now. This demand continues to grow.

Agt, Albuquerque,

01S

N. M.

TIME TABLE

New Phone 152.
Old Phone 69
Residence, New Phone 353.

In Effect

..

NovemlM--

r

I,

J. W. EDWARDS,..

1903,

The .Veteran
ARRIVE FROM THB! NnHTH
...Undertaker
and Embalmer...
No. 1, California Express.... 7:15p.m.
no. 7, Ilex. & Cal. Express. .10:05 p.m.
18 Years Actual
Experience
No. 3, California Limited. . . .10:40 a.m.
License No. 100 by the State
LEAVR flOlNfl KOnTW
Board ot Health of Kansas.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:80 ajn.
no. , tjnicago umitea
p.m.
12:09
Office and Parlors
No. 8, Chicago Express...... 7:80 p.m.
W.
RAILROAD AVENUE
307
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH
No. 22, Atlantic Express .... 7:10a.m.
Open Day and Night
LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
No. 27, Mexico Express
11:00 pm- ARRIVB FROM WEST.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:05 a.m. W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:59 p.m. Second street,
oetween Railroad and
No. 8, Chicago Express
6:45 p.m.
Copper avenue
LEAVE GOINO WEST.
No. 1, California Express.... 8:15p.m.
S 3, California Limited. . . .11:00 a.m. Horses and Mules bought and exchangNo. 7, Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:45 p.m.
ed. Livery, Sale, Feed and
No. 7 will carry mail from the east
transfer Stable
and No. 3 from the west
The No. 3 and No. 4 are the limited
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
and they arrive dally.
Local freight No'. 99, going south,
"arries passengers.
Address W. L. TRIMBLE
CO,
F. b. MYERS. Acent
Albuouerque. N. M.

.....

Trains run dally except Sunday.
Connections with the mala line and
branches as follows:
At Antoulto for Durango, Sllverton
and all points In the San Juan country.
At Alamosa (with standard gauge)
for La Veta, Pueblo, Colorado Springs
and Denver, also with narrow gauge
or Monte vista, Del Norte and Denver,
Creede and all points In the San Luis
valley. At Sallda with main line
(standard gauge) for all points east
and west Including Leadvllle and nar1882
1903
row gauge points between Sallda and
Grand Junction.
At Florence and Canon City for the
gold camps of Cripple Creek and Victor. At Pueblo, Colorado Springs and Sole Agents for Casino Canned Goods,
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees,
Denver with all Missouri river lines
for all points east.
Granite Flour.
For further Information address the
undersigned.
Through passengers from Santa Fe Staple and Fancy Groceries
in standard gauge sleepers from Ala214 South Second Street
mosa can have berths reserved on apUilsboro Creamery Butter Best on
plication.
A. S. BARNEY. Act. Gen. Agt..
Earth.
Santa Fe, N. M.
K.
S.
HOOPER, O. P. A., Denver, Colo. O.dere Solicited.
Free Delivery

F. G.

Pratt &

Co.

The ICEBERG

212 W. Railroad Avenue.
The finest line of Liquors and Cigar
All patrons and friends cordially invited to visit "The Iceberg." Lunch . i
served every day.
STEVE BALLING.

Proprietor.

A. E.

WALKER

FIRE INSURANCE

Secretary Mutual Building Association
at J. C. Ualdrldge'i Lumber TanJ

Office

111K
Approved March 17, 1903.
Council bill No. 9, an act entitled an
act providing for the drilling of artesApian wells for the penitentiary.
proved March 17. 1903.
Leonard Wood County Officials to
Counc'l bill No. 14, an act providing
for a uniform system of index for all
Ga Appointed.
instruments affecting titles to real estate and for other purposes. Approved
lic ditches.
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With Milwaukee's Mayor,
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and Scotch melodies, varied by reels
and dances, performed by members of
the band. The Scotch airs and the
reels and flings were rivals for the appreciation of the audience, which testified Its delight continually by the most
generous applause. New York Herald.
A Correction,
Albuquerque, March 23.
Editors Citizen: In an article In this
morning's Democrat I am referred to
as tho organizer for this district of
the American Federation of Labor.
This Is a mistake, as the honor belongs
to A. It. Weems, who was recommended to the American Federation of Labor by the Central Labor rnlon of this
city. However, I have been lending
my aid to Mr. Weems during my idle
hours, and am working in the cause
of uplifting the laborer in trying to
organize the different trades Into unions. I am a plain, every day horse
shoer anxious to go to work at the
union scale of wages under union conditions. I have been In Albuquerque
flnce last August and have worked
every day, except holidays, until about
three weeks ago. While I have nothing
officially to do with organizing In this
city I hold a commission as state or
territorial organizer for the Horso-shoerInternational union.
Very respectfully,
J. F. OHDE,
Corresponding Secretary Central Labor Union, Albuquerque, N. M.

PERSONAL PHOPERTY LOAN8.

HONEY TO LOAN
Furniture, Pianos, organs,

On

CONDUCTOR
Council bill No. 127, an act providing for the equalization of taxes
nmong the counties of tho territory of
The Michigan Gold & Copper Mining New Mexico. Approval March 17. 1903. Special Correspondence.
Faywood. N. M., March 22. The
rompany has named John O. 7.ane, of
Council bill No. 107, an act to pro- south bound passenger train was three
Hopewell, as Its agent (or New Mexico. vide for the refunding of certain counreaching this station, and
ty Indebtedness. Approved March 18. hours late in
half nn hour later the Faywood hot
Notaries Appointed.
1T03.
CLASSIFIED ADS.
Ktapc landed three new guests
Council riibstitute for house bill No. splines popular southern New Mexico
Governor Otero r.ns appointed the
the
at
following notarifs puMic: Jerome Mar- 120, an act authorizing the practice of resort. I'p to the present lime, the
All classified advertisements
Note
Ana county; Ju- osteopathy in the territory of New
tin, of Garfield.
or rai.r "linera," one cent a word for
enjoyed a most excellent
has
hotel
18,
1903.
each insertion. Minimum charge for
lian Montoya. of Pan Antonio, Socorro Mexico. Approved March
winter trade, but the past few weeks
any classified advertisements, 15 cents.
county; Fidel E. Garcia, of Tres
Council bill No. 110, an act granting these
guests
their
for
have
left
winter
In ci der to Insure proper classification
Taos county; Edward R. Wright, the county commissioners the right of respective homes In the cold north and
all "liners" should be left at this ofof Santa Kona, Leonard Wood county. condemnation of private property for east. However, even now, Manager
fice not later thnn 3 o'clock p. m.
roads and highways In unincorporated
busiwith
the
is
satisfied
MeDermott.
18.
March
Approved
county seat9.
Leonard Wood County Officials.
ness the hotel and bat.is are having,
WANTED.
It la reported In official circles at the Ifi03.
and, in looking forward, feels sanguine
act
79.
an
No.
bill
council
Amended
capitol that Governor Otero has the
WANTED At once, mangle girls, at
that tho resort will be liberally patron
Imperial Laundry.
matter of appointing the new county to amend chapter 43. of the session
coming
ized during tne
summer
en1001
act
,
an
of
Mexico
officials of Leonard Wood county un- lnws of New
WANTED Two apprentices, by Mrs.
Imths
are
months.
The
famous
for
the
of
protection
der consideration, and it is said that titled an act for the
I. I). Coverdale, at the No Name
purposes. cure of rheumatism and stomach
Store.
he feels strongly disposed to reappoint Fchool children and for other
everyone
troubles,
who
and
tries these
March 18. 190:1.
WANTED Lady teacher would care
the county officials of the old county of Approved bill
waters usually speak in high praise of
125,
an
act
No.
entitled
Council
Guadalupe, out of which Leonard
for children, or take light employtiieir medicinal properties.
ment; salary no object. Address
Wood county was formed, and who an act amending an act entitled an act
Caught on the Fly.
were elected for Guadalupe county on In relation to mayors of cities and oth"C,"
this office.
On the south bound train was H. B.
Noveniuer 4 last, to the same offices er offlceis. Approved March 18, 1903.
WANTED Manager for new branch
attorney,
who
Fergusson,
was
on
his
bill
No.
for
house
Council
substitute
In the new county, unless serious and
of our business here in Albuquerque.
Our stock of olives, preserves, pick47, an act requiring officers of com- way to White Oaks, where he goes to
objections to such
les and table relishes are the finest to
Write promptly, with references,
can lc made. The governor panies and corporations doing busi- look into the denl relative to the sale he found anywhere. 1). W. Weiller &
The Morris Wholesale House, CinFergusson
Mr.
Abe
of
mine.
to
Old
to
In
the
ness
disclose
the
territory
the
clieves such course to be the best and
cinnati, Ohio.
Co.
officer levying thereon, the number of did not confirm any tale, but he stated
..a I rest for the public interests.
WANTED One hundred men to work
comhoped
that a deal was pending and he
shares or Interest owned in such
Ladies, don't forget Mrs. L. H. Shoein timber, ties and log chopping. Adpany "or corporation by a shareholder. that it would go through.
Incorporations.
maker's opening Friday and Saturday
dress B. B. Spencer, Eastview, N. M.
18, 1903.
several
Hon. David S. Rose,
Approved
for
March
afternoons and evenings, March 27th WANTED Highest price paid for
The National Gold & Silver Mining
mayor
Milwaukee,
ac
Wis.,
bill
No
terms
of
Council substitute for house
and 28th.
company, of Huron, S. D., but which
gents' second hand clothing and
an act authorizing nnd empower companied by his stepson, H. J. lllak-ley- ,
tools. Send address and will call. R.
maintains offices in Chicago, has filed 143,
was on the train going to Tucson,
the board of education of the city
Imported beer at the White Elephant
Sweeny, 515 South First street
a certified copy of Its Incorporation ing
and territory of New Ariz. The young man has pulmonary
Fe
of
Santa
Just received.
WANTED Traveling man; salary $80
tinder the laws of South Dakota. The Mexico, to provide for the erection of a trouble. Mr. Rose is one of the pillars
month; all expenses; $25 cash recompany Is authorized to acquire, lease
public school building, and making In the democratic party and
We have no competition on our line
quired. Call at Hoffman house, or
and sell mines, mills and machinery provisions for means to erect the same the defeat of his party at theattributes
last gen- of teas and coffees. D. Weiller & Co.
address Leslie Warfel, Albuquerque,
necessary to carry on a mining bus!
March 18, 1903.
eral election In Wisconsin to sour
N. M.
ness, own and operate water and elee Approved
Mrs. L. H. Shoemaker's millinery
Council bill No. 118, an act fixing the grapes on the part of Bryan, through
trie plants, etc. The capital stock is salaries of counties commissioners of Lie latter's newspaper, "The Com- opening Friday and Saturday after- WANTED Men for steady employment; salary $50 per month. Call at
$3,000,000, divided Into 3,000,000 shares
counties of the first class. Approved moner." While he did not say in so noons and evenings this week should
Hoffman
house, or address Leslie
of the
of $1 each. The term March 19. 1903.
by
be
everybody.
attended
many words, Mr. Rose thinks that
Warfel, Albuquerque, N. M.
of existence Is twenty years. Ihe dCouncil substitute for amended Judge Parker, of New York, will be the
irectors are Mark Sherman, Samuel W. house bill No. 118, an act to provide next
SOLID COMFORT.
candidate for presiFor a hot fire on a cold day our
FOR SALE.
Winn and Edwin Heart, of Chicago; for the better preservation, classifica- dent, democratic
may
running
mate
his
and
that
lump
Philip Lawrence and Marian Hoke, of tion and indexing of the Spanish and be
Hahn,
mayor of Chicago. both 'phones.beats them all.
Harrison,
Carter
FOR SALE Top buggy, 0 year old
Huron, S. D. Edwin Heartt, mine su- Mexican archives of the territory. ApMr. Rose, "Harri
"If,
however,"
family horse, also a good upright
said
perintendent at the Stein's Pass, Grant proved March 19, 1903.
son should win again the mayoralty of
piano; cheap for cash. Room 28
Notice of Executor.
county, is named as New Mexico agent.
Council bill No. 76, an act to pre Chicago, he may become the democrat
House, Strong building.
Notice Is hereby given that the unMrs. Julia L. Barraclough, Miss Nel- serve the public health.
Approved ic candidate for presidency himself, dersigned was on the second day of FOR SALE Fresh cows at reasonable
Barraclough
lie
and Robert S. Phelps, March 19, 1903.
prices at Kelly's, five and a half
and then an eastern man would be his March, A. D. 1903, by the probate
of Oakland, Cal., and Charles A.
Council bill No. 51, an act providing
court, within and for Bernalillo counmile3 south of the city.
Hawks, of Albuquerque, have Incorpor- for the annexation of contiguous terri- running mate."
Mayor Rose is a very distinguished ty, territory of New Mexico, duly ap- FOR SALE A furnished restaurant
ated the Albuquerque Natatorlum com- tory to cities, towns and villages. Ap- looking
man, and Is Indeed a power pointed and confirmed as executor of
and lodging house in connection; the
pany with a capital stock of $14,000, di- proved
March 19, 1903.
Mary
among
estate
of
best location in the city, close to
All
Bowman,
his
deceased.
state.
the
democrats
of
He
vided into 1,400 shares of the par value
Council substitute for house bill No. will probably stop over in Albuquerque persons having any claim or claims
depot and shops; will sell at a barof $10 each. The company Is organ- 126, an act to amend chapter CV1II of about
gain. Inquire 107 South First street.
April 1, on his return to Milwau- against said estate are hereby notified
ized to operate a natatorium in Albu- the session laws of 1901, approved
to present the same in accordance FOR SALE Four houses on South
querque. The term of existence is March 21, 1901. Approved March 19, kee.
with the statute In said case made and
On
April
H.
C.
of
Conductor
first
the
First street, as follows: One a
forty-nin- e
years and the directors are 1903.
Uascomb, between Albuquerque and El provided.
two, four rooms each, and one
Mrs. Julia L. Barraclough and Robert
Council bill No. 21, an act to create
GEORGE C. BOWMAN,
five rooms; cause, leaving city. Will
8. Phelps, of Oakland, Cal., and Chas. county boards of horticultural com- Paso, will retire from train service,
fuExecutor.
and with his family reside in the
A. Hawks, of Albuquerque.
sell at bargain.
Address Frank
missions in the territory of New Mex- ture on his fruit ranch near SacraJOHN H. STINGLE, Attorney.
Daniels, 1413 South First street.
, i. .. o
ico, and. to promote the horticultural mento, Cal. Conductor Dascomb has
Subseribs for The Citizen.
interests of said territory. Approved been in the service of the Santa Fe
FOR RENT.
March 19. 1903.
twenty-threyears, in various imfor
Council substitute for house substi- portant positions, and has followed HAVE YOU 8EEN THEM? FOR RENT
Furnished house with
X
tute for council substitute for council railroading altogether for forty-sigarden, near Indian school. Inquire
bill No. 57, an act providing funds and years. He is a fine railroader, and has
of W. H. McMilllon, the real estate
(Concluded from page one.)
The Cutest Little Photomaking appropriations for the fifty-fift- friends everywhere in the southwest.
agent.
m
graphs Ever Made
fiscal years and for L. F. Gifford, now on the Deming-Silve- r
and fifty-sixtquerque, and authorizing an issue of other purposes. Law by limitation,
In the City.
City run, will take the main line run
LOANS.
bonds therefor. Approved March 12, March 19, 1903.
by Mr. Dascomb, and F. H.
o MONEY
vacated
1903.
LOAN
TO
In sums to suit.
Council bill No. 131, an act to amend Griffith, now of Albuquerque, will be
Nothing Cheap About c Address, postofflce box 383, AlbuCouncil bill No. 88, an act to estab- the trust company law.
Approved transferred to the Deming-Silve- r
run.
Them but the
querque, N. M.
CO
lish the office of traveling auditor and March 19, 1903.
m
bank examiner for the benefit of the
Price.
Council bill No. 92, an act providing
Crip Kennedies in Great Demand.
m
territory and the several counties and for the sprinkling of streets in cities
When colds and grip are prevalent
OUR HOBBY.
for other purposes. Approved March and assessing the expense thereof the quickest
and surest remedies are in
Dress goods and silks in a varl- 12, 1903.
againtt owners of property abutting geat demand. Mr. Joseph D. Williams,
BUTMAN'S STUDIO
ety that will please the most fas- Council bill No. 115, an act to amend on said streets. Approved March 19, of McDuff, Va., says
he was cured in
X
that
tldious; prices to please the most
the laws relative to the sheep sanitary 1903.
21 S Railroad Ave.
m
of a very deep and lasting attack of la
critical and economical.
board. Approved March 14, 1963.
Substitute council bill No. 89, an act grippe by using Chamberlain's Cough
LION STORE.
S
Council bill No. 93, an act empower- to harmonize and strengthen existing Remedy after trying several other pre z
ing cities to provide for the collection school laws. Approved March 19, 1903. parations
with no effect. For sale by 1W3H1 N338 HOA 3 A V H
of garbage. Approved March 14. 1903.
all druggists.
Council bill No. 91, an act entitled
BAD MAN ARRESTED.
o
an act providing for additional memTHOUSANDS CHEER THE KILTIES.
Vegas
Las
Alex
Arrested
at
McLemore
bers of the board of equalization. Apon Two Charges.
proved March 14, 1903.
Warm Welcome for the Highlanders at
Alexander McLmore, the colored
Two Concerts In Madison
Council bill No. 81, an act to amend
Square Garden.
section 2921 of the compiled laws of man arrested in Las Vegas last ThursDO YOU WANT TREES?
1897, relating to limitations of actions. day on the charge of assault with a
was
Warm
the welcome to the Highdeadly weapon with Intent to kill, will
Approved March 14, 1903.
bordei"
the
"over
laddies
from
land
Council bill No. 41, an act to pro be taken back to Topeka, Kas., by who gave a band concert in Madison
Forest Trees, Shrubhibit the desecration of the American Sheriff A. T. Lucas, who arrived at the Square Garden yesterday afternoon
City on Saturday to take
Meado
flag. Approved March 14, 1903.
and evening, when "The Kilties" band,
bery and Strawberry
Council bill No. 64. an act to amend charge of the prisoner.
of Canada, appeared in New York for
big
charge
prqbable
of
is
It
the
that
the election law of the territory of amy
the first time after having given three
will be added to the list of
New Mexico.
Approved March 14,
Acclamated-Nie- e
a
Miss hundred performances in other cities
crimes. He married
1903.
throughout
States.
United
the
Amended council bill No. 52, an act Scott, one ot tho dusky belles of Las
5PECIAL ATTFNTION OIVEN TO PACKINO AND SHIPPING
With knees bared to the falling
to regulate the admission of foreign Vegas, at the time he was being hunt snow,
Highlanders marched all tho
corporations and providing a penalty ed for having made an attempt upon way tothe garden
Send for Pilce Llit-YePatronige Scliclted,
from the Caledonian
the
for corporations failing to comply with the life of his wife in Topeka. It Is club, under
apauspices
they
whose
charged
cut
he
her throat from
that
the law. Approved March 14, 1903.
peared.
Council bill No. 129, an act relating ear to car with a razor some time last
They were marshalled by their giant
to county JallB. Approved March 14, summer before coming west.
major almost seven feet tall and
drum
Since
the
time
that
authorities
at
1903.
GRANT RIVENBURG, Proprietor
proportionately broad.
Topeka
industriously
have
been
try
Amended council bill No. 23, an act
program at both of the performThe
ing
to
They
locate
finally
him.
locatto amend section 11, of chapter 90,
ances consisted of classical numbers
laws of 1901, relating to territorial ed him at Las Vegas and he was arowing
rested,
some
misunderto
but
bonded indebtedness and the redemp
Approved March 14 standing in regard to the telegram, he
tion thereof.
was released and disappeared. He was
1903.
Council bill No. 110, an act amend heard of various at various places,
ing section 1, chanter 67, of the laws but evaded the officers. It was learned
of 1901, entitled an act regulating the that he was headed for Las Vegas and
officers were ready to receive him
not necessary to put your hand in" the water1
assessment and taxation of building the
in open arms when he stepped from
and savings and loan associations, ap the
Wrings Mop thoroughly and instantly
train.
proved March 20, 1901.
Approved
Call and Eee them
March 14, 1903.
Choral
Society
Concert.
I
Council bill No. 122, an act to create
Our Spring stock is now complete in every line
The Choral society of the Univerthe county of Torrance and to provide sity of New Mexico will give the secWrite us for prices
for the government thereof. Approved ond concert tonight at the public libMarch 16, 1903.
rary hall at 8:30 o'clock.
Council bill No. 113, an act with
The concert tonight will show
reference to the selection, segregation public the rapid progress made by the
this
leasing and sale of the lands hereto musical society and
what
has
been
fore donated by the United States to done uy the faculty of tho school of
the territory of New Mexico for instl music In advancing the art in this city.
tutlonal, irrigation and other purposes
A fine program has been prepared.
Approved March 17, 1903.
John Douglas Walker, Robert T. Blair
Council bill No. 87, an act authoriz and Mrs. Mabel
will
ing boards of county commissioners to appear in solos. Stevens'Himoe
establish election districts in precincts
WHOLESALE IIAUDWiUE
casting over 500 votes. Approved
Choral club concert at Public library
hall Monday evening, March 23. AdMarch 17, 1903.
113-115-1Albuquerque, New Mexico
Foulh First Street
Council bill No. 103, relative to pub mission, CO cents.

NEW ALBUQUERQUE CORPORATION.

Pie-dra- s,

Our Warehouse

Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels, also on
Salaries. FROM $10 UPWARDS. One
to twelve months time is given.
WKaout delay and strictly private.
Goods remain in your possession. GET
OUR RATES before borrowing.
PRIVATE! OFFICES,
OPEN EVENINGS.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Rooms 3 and 4 Grant BulUllng,
305 West Railroad Avenue.

The basement of Colombo ha'l, 75
feet wide and 342 feet long contains
Pev 11 complete cars of furniture to supply the demands of the furniture trade of
Albuquerque. This is reserve stock only.
Our show rooms at the corner ol Second

street and Copper avenue are as

com-

plete as any store in the West. We aim
to cany anything for the house that a
customer may ask for and at any price.
Our tei ms are made to suit the customer
as near as is consistent with bii'iness

dealing. Call and inspect our goods, and
we will do our very best to please you.

Furniture, Crockery, Glassware, Tableware, Bedding,
Pillows, Blankets and Comforts.

well-founde-

Strong

O. W.

&

Sons
t.

W-s-

GROSS, KELLY&CO.

C

(Incorporated)

par-valu-

Wool, Hides, Pelts

Cer-rillo-

We handle

d

MEW LAWS THAT
WERE ENACTED

e

h

h

I

Trees! Trees! Trees!
Fruit Trees,

i?E'wP'
UATBENDtK,?

P3

Clean Stock

ur

..Santa Ie Nursery..

Houses at
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., EAST LA
VEGAS, N. M. AND
ETA, N. M.

GLOR--

'

I

EVERYTHING
In the

Way of Toilet Requisites
Williams' Drug Store.

Imported Bay Rum, Florida Watt
Palmer's Perfumes and Toilet Watc
For smooth hands use Willian
Velvet Skin Lotion.
Prescriptions a specialty twer
experience.
GEO. B. WILLIAMS, Prescription

Colorado Phone

Druggists, 117 West Rallr'ad Avenue.
Automatic Pho..., 458.

63.

BALDRIDGE

J. C.

i

Native and Chicago Lumber.

PAINT CoversBUILDING PAPER Always in Stock.
Morel Looks Best I Wears Longest! Sash, Doors, Blinds, Platter, Lime,
Cement, Glass, Paint, etc.
Most Economical I Full Measurel
First Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.

t

it

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

IN

ADVERTISE

THE

j

CITIZEN

DAILY

ESTABLISHED 1878

"OLD RELIABLE"

Plants.

Thoroughly

K. C. Baking Powder,
Navajo Blankets,
Curtice Canned Goods,
Colorado Lard anl Meats.

L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Flour, O rain
and Provision!.
Car

lotiaapeclalty.

Carrie th Largcit
and float Exteatlva
Stock ol

Staple Groceries
found aoutbweat.

FARH AND FREIGHT WAGONS,
Albuquerque

Railroad Avenue

Eagle Wlop Wringers ...Styles Upto-Date- ...
lltis

M

--

a"

...HOME COMFORT STEEL RANGES...

Agents, NEW MEXICO AND ARIZONA

WHITNEY CO

17

COME, DON'T BE LATE
We can show you a nice new and complete stock of all kinds of
Carriages, Buggies, Road Wagons, Phaetons and Standhopes, ect.
BAIN and OLD HICKORY Farm Wagons, Harness and Saddles.

Our Trices are extremely low.

J. KORBER
Corner First St. and Copper Ave,

Let us prove this to you.

& CO.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

t

i

THE ALBUQUEKQUE
wXMOtaiiOKmoKmoscmomy

!0S?!

JUST RIGHT
The Groceries you buy here are just right.
The best quality at a fair price.

Our

Coffee

40-ce- nt

A1LV CIT1ZKN MONDAY

MARCH 23 1103

In a suit to annul the marriage, and
WOMAN BURIED ALIVE.
now comes the news that young Mr.
nml in nerd of Crowe has already gut a divorce. How
Vm4r Selae4 wit rarfatapa-- .
n Ionic. Most could this little giil-c- he
ought to be
Interred,
aad
o v e r v b o d y st school be cruel to this muscular
'
la Hm Caakat.
docs fn the young man? It's absurd! We are waitSpring1. Take
new,
A letter
received In Tarls from
an occasional ing for more steps to and then we will
have the divorce Buenos. Ayres records the death of
take further
ilosp of
It set aside and the marriage annulled." Mile, (anibneere. a descendant of the
Little Miss Crowe declares that her famous French general nnd a member
will purify
t h el lone, youthful husband pet a divorce be- of one if the leading- families in the

You Feel
Pun Down

toiaf

Albert Faber..

oate

303 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDINU

the
Hitters.

j

Headquarters

tone up the cause he wanted to p.t married again. Argentine capital, under nioit. dissystem, cure
New York World. March 18.
tressing circumstances, snya a Pari
tiradache.
correspondent of the New York HerHeartburn,
Surprise Party.
Indigestion,
ald.
Will cause a satisfied smile wherever used.
iy.ip-p'nd
Joseph Etcher was the guest of hony
The tin fortunate young lady had just
and
Llvar
Remember the place and don't waste time in
arranged
nicely
surprise party turned IS years of npe, nnd her birthcomplaint. or at a
at the home of E. .1. Johnson Friday day whs celebrated by a grand receplooking for these things.
night. The surprises were his class- tion. All her friends came to offer
FREED FROM HUSBAND.
mates at the C. J. C. class, of the Lead their congratulations and brought
Avenue Methodist Episcopal Sunday presents.
school and ladies, it was his 2Hth
In the evenlnfr Mile. Cambacrres
214 W. Railroad Ave
Weeded at 14, a Mother at 17, and blithday and the event will long be went up to her room to dress for the
remembered as a pleasant one. Gifts opera. Phe was in the act of putting1
were given and refreshments weie on her hat. when she fell to the
Divorced in Nebraska,
served. About forty were present.
ft round, nppa rent ly dead.
ARE YOU LOOKING
The funeral took place within 24
Foley's Kidney Cure makc3 tho kid- hours,
as under municipal law a corpse
NOW SHE 60T MARRIED.
neys and bladder licht. Contains nothiiiiiM not be kept loiiper, on account
ing injurious. . .lvarado Pharmacy.
if the heat and the danger of decom- o
for a fine body Brussels for your parinn.
Funeral of Miss Hotelling.
"No fcirl has ever been through what
xit
lor? Won't need a telescope to locate
A few days afterward someone startearthly remains of Miss Ali e
The
1
I
I
was
have.
married
before
you
guide your footsteps In
wai Hotelling, who departed
It here If
this life on ed he theory that Mile. Camlwiccres
14, became a mother before I was 17,
our direction. But Brussels carpets
Friday, were laid to rest at Fairvlew tun)
hi po ironed, nml the authorities
and now, before I am 18, the legal age, cemetery Saturday afternoon with
are by no means the masure of our
the ordered the body to be ilUinlerred and
l hear I am divorced."
carpet capacities here are choice
mortem examination, made.
reverence. Kev. H. J. Powell, n pi
Pretty little Mrs. Celestia Maude greatest
royal wlltons, extra super
of the Baptist chinch, performed the When the eollin was opened it was
Crowe, only a slip of a solilen haired ceremony
Ingrains, all rightly priced. All kinds
at the home, G16 South Arno found, to the horror if every one, that
trirl, was trying to comfort her 9
of floor coverings.
Hev. N. W. Alger, an old friend the M il which covered the fnce of the
street.
weeks' old little boy last night while of
the famllv. nald the deceased a nice unfurl iinate pirl was torn and her face
bhe told her story. The news she got
giving. in tender terms of ap scratched all oxer. From these facts
tribute,
yesterday, was that her husband, Geo.
(
preciatlon
the beautiful life the young it aji) eared clear 1hat Mile. "umhar- Co.
K. Crowe, had divorced her in Nebrasercs had been buried nlive nnd had
lady
led.
had
West EnJ Viaduct
ka on the grounds of cruelty and dethe veil nnd scratched her face in
The Hotelling home was crowded torn struggle
to jret out of the coffin.
sertion. Her mother, Mrs. E. E. Sevher
Cor. Second Street and Gold Avenue
erance, of No. 434 St. Nicholas avenue, with sympathizing friends.
The case, though not reported in
Prespall
were
bearers
Messrs.
The
has been seeking guardianship papers
press, has produced a most painful
ton. Ooff. Spencer, C. O. Hopping, Geo. jtlie
Impression in Buenos Ayres, the more
in an action to have the marriage anL. Hopping and C. B. Hopping.
so as Mile. Camhnceres was very pretty
nulled on account of the youth of the
'
INFORMATION FREE.
nnd beloved by all who knew her.
girl, but ha3 been balked by the courts
Foley's Honey and Tar
out west.
Cures coughs and colds.
W hy walk all over town hunting for rooms and board?
Apple FrIHers.
Cures bronchitis and asthma.
"Nebraska courts work more quick(lift aeries and slice thinly.
TYct
croup
whooping
cough.
and
city.
of
Cures
ly
the
all
in
New
Mrs.
York
parts
rooms
courts,"
said
We have a great many desirable
than
Cures hoarseness and bronchial Take n epinrt of flour, two' eppg, half
Severance, "and I supose we must beft cupful of sugar and enough sweet
trochlea,
gin all over again."
Agents for Camp Bernie 22 miles from Albuquerque
Tnilk to make rather a thick batter.
Civea pneumcnla and la grippe.
It was a boy and girl love match.
Pt i r in the sliced apples and fry till
Pharmacy.
Terms Very Reasonable.
Pretty little Celestia Maude Severance
.- Sprinkle with
j brown in boiling- lardwas a pupil of the high school, West
C. Moensch & Co. and Moensch, sugar as soon as
taken from the Vet
street, Fisher & Gaenslen, of (iowanda, N. Y.,
End avenue and Eighty-firs- t
Albany Argus.
when she met George Crowe at a chil- two of the biggest tannery concerns in tie.
dren's party. He was 17. Ho fell In that part of the country, are insolvent.
Beaven's Coal Olllce love
S02 South First Street
with the school girl. She thought
Ten thousand demons gnawing away FASHION'S LATE MANDATES.
she loved him, too.
The Severances objected. Young at one's vitals couldn't be much worse
Wear It She
Crowe pointed out that his father, Eu- than the tortures of itching piles. Yet What MJIadr M
Waalj Appear la the NetV
gene R. Crowe, was a rich man; he there's a cure. Doan's Ointment never
rat Slylea.
owns much real estate in Borough fails.
Park, an apartment house in Brooklyn
Shjrl waist of fancy relvet. velThe wireless system will provide
and a big peach orchard at North port,
news for a daily paper to be published veteens and cordifroys are fashionR. I. Maude was eager to marry him.
are made simply, the only
Crowe went west to start in busi- on the new Lake Michigan steamer able. Somebeing
the clock
above numbers
fancy buttons; othring,
trimming
ness he was but a boy. Finally, he City of South Haven next summer.
ers are finished with passementeries,
urgent
told
an
and
Maude
letter,
wrote
respectfully. Holders of tickets bearing above
Dr. Wood's Norway Pine Syrup lace and moire silk in bands or pipings,
her mother if she couldn't be married seems especially adapted to the needs says a fashion authority, Theehaxe
anythe tickets.
numbers please call
once
she would go to her sweetheart
of the children.
Pleasant to take; ahovxry buttons, too.
way. So telegrams passed and Mrs. soothing In Its Influence. It is the remt
Hobei are tempting in
Severance traveled all the way to Al- edy of all remedies for every form of cloths, silks and stenciled cloth. Some
buquerque, New Mexico, to see her throat and lung disease.
are beautifully embroidered all over
school girl daughter, not yet 14, mar
or at the bottom of the .kirt and front
Fleming Sworn In.
ried to this boy lover. She put up her
cloths
of wii.-- t and sleeves.
George A. Fleming yesterday took are revived for these, and make up prethair to be married; It had been in pigthe oath as assistant secretary of New tily xxhen trimmed with tome rich
tails before.
"I was madly In love," said the little Mexico In accordance with the law
or velvet.
wife and mother. "I though George passed by the legislative assembly.
The newest tea gowns are in empire
fashion, with accordion plaited skirts
was everything that a man should be,
THIRD STREET
Croup Instantly relieved. Dr. Thomas' beautifully trimmed with luce medalthough he was only a boy. He got $20
a month and a house, but I knew his Ecleetric Oil. Perfectly safe. Never lion nnd insertions. They are finished
with handsome collars of lace or empeople were wealthy, and my love fails. At any drug store.
broidery, lnee frills edging the collars.
smothered over all objections.
COMING EVENTS.
Sleeve are elbow length, finished
"But soon I found out my mistake.
I should have stayed here at school. I
March 24 Elocution medal contest, wiihteveral lace nifties. Light colors
All kinds
an(J
could not endure the life with him and given by W. C. T. U. at Congregational prevail for teagow ns and white ii much
I came home here last summer. My church.
5 TEAM SAUSAGE FACTORY.
The fancy for fruit as a decoration
baby was born on January 5. I am so
March 28 "Tho Xelties," forty muhak extended to embroideries on dinglad he is a boy, because when I get sicians, at Colombo hall.
to be an old woman he can take care
April 1" Woodmen Circle ball, Co- ner and reception gowns. An illustrative
of black point d'esprit made
of me. We have named him Edwin lombo hall.
Everett Crowe."
May 5 President Roosevelt will over white katiu was trimmed with
embroidery in the form of cherries and
Crowe has moved to Hemmingford, visit Albuquerque.
MASONIC BUILDING.
N. THIRD STRFW
their leaves, and had cherry red belt
Neb., and according to information reBurdock Blood Bitters gives a man and shoulder st rn ps. Another of pearl
ceived by the Severances he has secured a divorce at Alliance, the county a clear head, an active brain, a strong, ifrny satin and tulle was embroidered
T D
XT'
TD
seat.
vigorous body makes him fit for the with green grapea. Black grairwere
put on a delU'ute cream lace gown.
"I had retained Miiiken & Nicholson, battle of life.
On sheer gowns are put hand-wor- k
of No. 287 Broadway," said Mrs. Severembroidery uud hu e and xxintergowns
Subscribe for the Cttl'tcn
ance, "to have me appointed guardian
repeat those of summer in t hese t
Cord braiiling is put on the
I
PRESCRIPTIONS
thinnekt gauze with good results and
1
the silver lace that has been employed
nr.
so much Is combined with white lace.
Mutual Telephone 43.
Tiny blossom are set on dainty fabEaty to Wll.--.
rics in large rings and scarfs of lace,
No. 203 West Railroad Avenue
No preiscrr on
r.et.Tltu
tulle or satin are threaded through
V ll!p or Bark,
Severest
.'hem. Scarfs are also drawn through
St.
Gold Ave.
Albuquerqu, N. fl.
J Ko undtrlr-- ; s.
llcrnia
cloth cut in lattices or circles for triin-iiiinI f.'evir riovts.
wib Comfort.
cloth or xv.kiI gowns.
trimming is standard for fall
Flat
3
JUST RECEIVED A FINE LINE OF
and winter huts. These are a trifle
larger than those worn during summer, and feathers, breasts, w iyn and
quills are the t rim niings.
Iteaxer
will be fashionable and various
ht
S
SAKPIE AND CLDB ROOM.
to
$1.50
tinted velvets are submitted. Hats of
50c
silk plush so far nre in delicate shades.
- - - 50c $3.00
Finest
1
Black, green, mis, browns and blues
Whiskies,
are well represented. Blue and green
JOSEPH BAUNETT, Prop.
Brandies,
3
will be numerous and
combination
AND HXAMINR-- -s
ISO W. Railroad Ave., Albuquerque.
Wines, etc.
some new fancies in these shades are
S
i
tunning. (Viiie feathers are revived
in many pretty colorings. Birds are
wonderfully timed, as are breasts.
Flour, Feed, Provisions, May
guilU are in black and green combina1
and drain.
tions. The rolled brim sailor in all
shades of felt ami beaver will be fashImported French and Italian 2
ionable for general wear.
DEALERS IN
Hardly a new skirt is lined among
Qoods.
the handsome one, that i. All have
GROCERIES AND LIQUORS.
S
Old
188
Sole agents for Sao Antonio Lime.
216
instead the drop skirt of taffeta. This
skirt of taffeta is cut like the outer
Free Delivery to all Parte of the City.
skirt, exactly and finished with a
Old Phone 247
North Third Street
plaiting or a ruffle with a plaiting
ulonir the edjre. We say the handsome
ones advisedly. When the outside is
y
not of good, firm cloth a lining is
ALBUQUERQUE
to help keep it in shape, and
when the lining- is of some cheap cotton stuff the wearer certainly would
T. U. AHES, Proprietor.
not want it hanging loose. It hns one
thing to recommend it especially.
NO PAINTING.
When it is worn out it may be cast
linaside. In the case of a worn-ou- t
ing made in a kkirt one must, have the
Rut Up In Rolls Complete With Fixtures for Laying. Dura-blllt- v
whole thing taken apart to reline it,
All Kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Guaranteed- -' Write', for Booklet an Samples
and this is about as uiinh trouble us
Iron Work to Order
making- a new skirt. Willi the drop
S15 SECOND STREET
Cm
skirt there's only to buy another. It
Roofing, Guttering and Repairing
Albuquerque, New Mexico
is to be hoped our stores will keep them
-ready made,
0'O0-0- '

for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
House Furnishing Goods.

We Are Showing for the,

a

Kit-ne-

Spring Season

A. J. MALOY,

a large assortment of

Floor

Covetlnp, comprising

coeooooooOeX3OeX)ra

all the
!atcst Weaves and colorings in
Axminster, Velvet, Milton,
Moquette, Body and Tapestry
Brussels and Ingrain.

'

j

1

...CJRJPETS...

'

j

Linoleum, Oil Cloth, China and Japan Matting

J

LARGEST

j

VARIETY AND THE

LOWEST

PRICES

Futrelle Furniture

oooox2o00x

ZEIGER CAFE

)

Boarding and Rooming House Agency

Grant

&,

Purdy

j

QUICKEL & BOTHF, Proprietor

I

INCST WHISKIES, IMPORTED A DOMESTIC WINrtS A COGNAC.
The Coolest and Hlgheit Grade of Lager served.
Finest and Best Imported aid Domestic Cigars

0JOeKOe0000000C

FURNITURE
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LIVING PRICES
EXTRA BARGAINS

and

draw

andMattresses
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The Jeweler

Two-tone-

AND ESPECIALLY IN

Charter Oak Ranges
Crockery,

d

TRUSS.

rim-miug- s.

r" Jz'

J. H, O'RIELLY &
Corner Second

THE ST.

CO.

-

and

if

Dusters
Featlier
Best line of Parlor Dusters from

ELMO

Ostrich Dusters from -

to

117 COLD AVENUE.
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK 1
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

U S DEPOSITORY
Depository (or the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison,
and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
Authoiized Capital
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits

THE BOY'StiSUIT
It will pay best to'Jauy for him good, all
.

SHEET AND METAL WORKS

I

wool clothes, those of fast color and

last-

ing good shape;' that are strongly built,
have double seat ; have good, strong
pockets. Buy our kind of Boys' Clothes
if you want the best. They're all made
by the best boys' clothing makers in
and
America. Double-breaste- d
Suits for boys of from
Cassimeres, Worsteds,
7 to 15 yea.s,
Cheviots
and Scotches hundreds of
them, We've outdone our efforts of tlie
past with our line of Boys' Clothes. And
such quality why, it asserts itself at
every point in the fabric, stylv, make
and finish.
single-breaste-

7

B.
MALTHOID - ROOFING

$500,000.00
$200,000.00

aejBeojgieBotta)BBi)iaeit

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS
New Pnone
Phone

&

nec-efsar-

.
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NEEDS'

Dealer in Stoves, Tin and Granite Ware

J.

BALDRIDGE,

O0000000 O0O00

-

a

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

H. O'Rielly & Co.

P.

To-pek-

Joshua S. Raynnlds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vfee president; Frank McKee, cashier;
- A B. McMillan.
II. F. Raynolds, -

v

1.

Sold and Exchanaed.

.

Borradaile & Co.

sCOME

Toti & Gradi

r-

New and Second Hand Goodt, Bought,
.

fax-ore-

SILVER

-

:

Saj HWS

TZT

e

EASY PAYMENTS.

Meal Market

AMERICAN

Oranite-.war-

rand Tinware

o

frcsj

IN

Springs!!

Iron Beds,

light-weigh-

Rflaynard,

v.,

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS

245 and 300

The
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THE LEADING CLOTHIER IN ALBUQUERQUE
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Gossip of Base Ball
and Other Sports
FE PACIFIC.

TIGERS-SANT-

Railway Boys Victorious In Ball Game
Yesterday.
The base ball spirit of Albuquerque
Is beginning to manifest Itself in many
v ays. A large crowd witnessed the
game between the Old Town Tigers
and the Santa Fe Parifle boys at fair
grounds yesterday afternoon, which
resulted in a victory for the Bhop
boys. Notwithstanding the wind was
blowing an uncomfortable gale the
ball players put up a fairly good game.
The score was 10 to 4 In favor of the
boys, it wns plainly evident from
the beginning that the Santa Fe boys
had the best of the game.
The First Regiment band appeared
on the street and collected a large
crowd for the game, but the music
ceased after the game began, and the
fries for music never touched their
ears, but was carried away by the
sandy wind storm.
Moore and Wilson were the batteries for the Santa Fe, while Rahms.
Oallegos and Urown were doing the
heavy work for the Tigers. The pitchers on both sides did good work.
Moore being all there on delivery and
the Tigers' pitcher on speed.
There was much interest displayed
In the game, and there is promise of
considerable activity in baseball doings in Albuquerque this season.

polled to come west on account of the
climate. Another pitcher will be secur
ed from some town in New Mexico.

Lot Angelei Win.
The Los Angeles team of the Taclflc
Coast league shut out the Chicago Na
tionals in a game Friday afternoon at
Los Angeles by a score of 2 to 0. Joe
Corbett made his reappearance In the
box for Los Angeles after several
years retirement. He pitched five in
nings and only allowed Chicago one
hit. Wheeler succeeded Corbett and
did almost as well.
Batteries Los Angeles: Corbett
Wheeler and Spless. Chicago: Hardin,
Conson and Kling.
Denver Western League.
Players who have signed with the
Denver Western league are arriving
one by one and getting ready for a
runaway race for the Western league
pennant. President Packard Is still
after several players he hopes to land
before the season opens. He is after
one of the best pitchers in the country.
This move was forced on him, owing
to the fact that McCloskey had to un
dergo another operation on his heel
which will put him out of the game for
the greater part of the summer.
Line Up of the Saints.
Manager George Rohe, of the St,
Joseph, Mo., Western league team,
has announced the line up of his club
as follows: First basemen, Harry
Vaughrtn and M. F. Birmingham; sea
ond basemen, Fltzpatrick, Neitzel and
McShane: shortstop, Maher; third
base, Rohe; outfielders, Hartman, Bel- den and Letcher; catchers, Garvin
and McConnell; pitchers, Parvln, Do- han, Glade, Chinn, Pfelster and Diehl
and several others.

Notes.
Pitcher Fettes, who played with the
Santa Fe team last year, has signed
with the Denver team of the Western
league.
Bert Julian, who played with the
Albuquerque Browns for two seasons,
has signed with the Fargo team of the
North Dakota league.
The Roswell team have written to
the Browns for games during their vaThat Foul Strike Ball.
cation trip. If the Browns organize
Here Is a scene on an American lea
this crack team will be accommodated. gue diamond next year, says the Chi
Harry Sonier, a well known twirler, cago News.
who spent the winter here, has gone to
Some man of the type of Delehanty
Peoria, 111. He will play with the Dea comes up to bat with orders to "make
Moines team of the Western league it be good, for we need it."
this season.
He slices gently a nice moving ball
Jimmy Williams, who played in this with an out bend and It slops over the
city several seasons ago. and again grand stand.
last fair, has signed to play with the
"Strike," says the umpire a little
New York American league team for louder than necessary.
the coming season.
"You ain't out of your winter's sleep
Billy Clarke, formerly a Santa Fe yet," remonstrates the player. "Down
boy, who played ball In the New Mex- where I came from those are fouls, me
ico league In the early days, has again boy."
signed to catch for the Washington
The pitcher sees him guessing and
American league team. He is consid- slips In another fast one and the playered one of the best catchers in the er slides that off his bat for another
business.
old time foul.
TMb is a very interesting period in
"Strike two!" says the umpire,
the base ball season. Teams are being
"What's this " calls the now thorreorganized and players are coming oughly enraged player, stepping out.
and going. Base ball fans watch this "I'll have the union on ye."
period very closely and Judge the
"You go to the bench for uot know
strength of a team according to the ing the up to date game," said the umnew material added.
pire with deep scorn, "if you open your
Jack Holland, another Albuquerque mouth again."
boy, prominent in the base ball world,
Player, much bewildered, steps Into
will arrive here tonight from Pinos the next ball up and ambles a slow one
Altos, where he has been spending the down toward short for .an easy out at
winter, and will go east to Join the first. He goes on a run to the manager
American association team at Colum- for consolation, fully convinced the
bus with Raymer.
umpire has a "bug."
In New Mexico teams have been
The manager shakes his head sadly
organized In Gallup, Belen, Deming, and adds salt to the wound:
Silver City. Fort Bayard, Las Vegas,
"Naw, that's one of them new ping
Santa Fe, Roswell, Socorro and El pong rules, invented by Jim Hart. It
Paso. The various teams are being goes, see?"
carefully organized for they know Al
And the gloom deepens until the
buquerque will have some crack play other team is In at last, when the
ers this year and plenty of material to world takes on a cheerful hue, for the
Belect from.
foul strike rule works both ways.
It is rumored that an Interesting
TRINIDAD MEETING.
game will be played In Albuquerque
in a short time between the Insurance
A Good List of Entries Are Already
men and Lawyers. A good combinaBooked.
tion. The lawyers can bring suit for
General Interest Is being taken In
damages resulting from personal dam
ages resulting from personal injuries
and the Insurance men all carry acci
dent policies.
Bud Fowler, a colored second base
man, who played with the Santa Fe
team in the early days, has signed to
play with Page Fence Giants, of Chicago this season. This will make his
twenty-eightconsecutive season as a Bright's Disease and Diabetes
ball player. On the completion of his
Are Positively Curable.
twenty-fiftseason A. O. Spalding, the
sporting goods man, of Chicago, presented him with a beautiful gold watch
Editor F.ngelke. editor ni1 nmnrlrtnr nf Hi.
which if valued at $350.
Journal, toe German paper of 44
Fred Raymer, who has been playing Cltfornl
llnotgomery Bt., Ban FrancUoo, Interviewed:
with the Los Angeles team in the Cali" jou neip u eonvluce the people tha
fornia state league, will arrive in Albu Bright' DlnaBB and Diabetes are poniiWelj
querque on Wednesday morning from tumble by referring to your recovery t
A. I've told it to a great many myself, an
the coast and will stay over a couple seme
ot them profited by tt and were cured.
of days to talk base ball with his old
Q. How long ago at It
friends in this city. Raymer is an old
A. About (iz years ago. I was so 111 will
Albuquerque boy and the base ball en tlrlght'i LHtcaso that the doctors,
being unabli
glad
will
to see him. From to help me, advised me as a last resort that
thubiasts
be
here he will go to Columbus, Ohio try some ot the springs, lleforo going I beard
where he will play with the American oi tne (ulton Lompouud and took it and dido
10 go. i began to gut better, and kept 01
association team representing that nave
wuu it till I was finally as well as ever.
city.
Q Any symptoms of a return uf lit
The base ball players of this city
A. None, alihou(;h I don't permit
year
have already gotten together to con pass without tuklug some of It.
Q You suy you told othursf
sider the organization of the Browns
A
I told Charles V. W acker of 131 Sillh Bt
but unless the right kind of an organ
ll on leurninir ho hail ri1ri..ir.u liu
iation ran be effected and good play about
It and Is entirely well. I told a
Ger
ers secured there will be no base ball man
lady amietod with ((right's Disease.
team in Albuquerque. But at present Lad been
to Kurnue for treatment
the prospects are bright and the gen suit. She, loo, took It and got well. lthmn
I've told
no
eral opinion Is that there will be
s great many. I know these Compounds to bt
trouble on that score. If the team U eerluin cures tu lirlk'lit's Disease and I Huh.. tes
organized new suits will be purchased It Is so Incredible that one has to be cured t
and some well known business man be convinced, sLd it even then dawus ou out
lowly.
Prospective
will be made manager.
players are Roy McDonald, Bert Vor
Medical works agree that Ilrighl's Diseass
lMklietes sre incurable, but t;
ceut arc
hes, Ed Hale, Jim Cosgrove, Ben Hel and
positively recnverlnu uudi r the Itier
Comwegg, Robert Barrett, Charles Quier pounds. (I'oujuiou f.irms of ki lut u'tou
couiulalul
j
Ross Merritt, Tony Ortiz, Shepard and IhttuiuatlMU offer hut fctiort resistance.)
auu si.au lot
Kut s
Grosvenor Clarkson, an old college uuv 1't.kiHJllli OUOUU1.
.luliu J. t ultou Co.,
Montgnuu-rhi.. Sau KruurlM-u- wla com
player as flrBt baseman; a third base' 41
potiudera. l'M tints umde fur pl.cul
D
man a ball player from the east who
J. H. O'Kielly & Co.. Bole Ageuts
would have played In the New York
Ktate league this season, but was com Albuquerque.
Local
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CrUT.CU IS
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Tile
V inconvenient and tiresome mode of locomotion

Denver & Rio Grande System

tijr

there is no more
slowly and painfully moving along the
71 pathetic sigbt tbnn a person
Street BllpporiCU Dy UICSC uiuuwim inui3.
When Rheumatism settles in the bones and muscles of the le9,
victim will eventually become helpless
it is safe to predict that the
and crutch bound. The corrosive, irritating matter that is deposited
in the joints and muscles causes the most intense pain, the knec3
and ankles swell, and when the natural oils and fluids that lubricate
parts are completely destroyed the joints become locked and
these
i
.. nnil rnitclie9 a nerraeitv
Armtt anu A cliff
IUC IHUnlM UlOY.il
".,.
The acid poisons that produce rheumatic pains form in the blood, and are
lodged
the
arms, shoulders, hands,
in
distributed through the system, and
back and feet, or other parts of the body resulting often in total disability.
A permanent cure of Rheumatism can be effected only by a complete cleansaccomplishes this as S. S. S.
ing of the blood, and no other remedy so surely
t .,...t..t,'i 1ia ori.l effects, nurifics and invigorates the stasrnant blood.
...
.
i' t. HMM.nplilniirftrrlivwl(rffi
wan...... ..
anu tne grmy punu-itby the new rich blood, and relief comes to the
sulTcrer. S. S. S. leaves no morbid,
d
in the blood to reunite and produce
matter
irritating
.
. . 1... .
-ntrtm rf it from
the system. S. S. S. is a purely vegetable remedy, and docs not impair
the digestion or general health like alkali or potash remedies.
Write for our special free book on Rheumatism, and if any medical
advice or other information is wanted, our physicians will gladly furnish
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA. GA.
it without charge.
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DENVER
RIO GRANDE
RIO GRANDE SOUTHERN

Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek, Leadville, Glen-woo- d
Springs, Aspen, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
City, Ogden, Butte, Helena, Sin Francisco,
Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma, Seattle, and also
Reaches all the principal Colorado, Utah and New Mexico

Citizen

....TOWNS AND MINING CAMPS....

Job

a

The TouriiU' Favorit
to all Mountain Resorts. The only
R6ut
line passing through 8alt Lake City en route to Pacifis Coast.
Through Sleeping Cars between Denver and Alamosa, Cripple
Creek, Leadville, Gleenwood Springs, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
City, Ogden, Portland, San Francisco and Los Angeles.
DINING CAR SERVICE a La Carte on all THROUGH
TRAINS

pain-racke-
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the four days' meet of the Ellis Itaclng
association of Trinidad, which conies
olf June 2 to 5, inclusive. Regular en
tries close on May 15, but stakes No. 2
and No. 6 have made early closing
events, end the entries are already
They are as iollows:
2:15 pace, the Philip Schneider
Brewing company stake W. J. Carr,
El Paso, Texas; A. R. Gunner, Denver,
Colo.; .Too Harnett, Albuquerque, N.
M.; C. j. Smith, Colorado Springs,
Colo.; R. I. Gutshall, Denver, Colo.;
E. K. Stark. Colorado Springs; G. If.
Estabrook, Denver; Hopkins & Richardson. Boise, Idaho; Ollie Dillon.
Denver; Harvey Birch, Pueblo; H.
Van Buskirk, Rocky Ford; M. Johnson,
Fort Worth, Texas; .1. W. Miller, Colo
rado Springs; George K. Brown, Den
ver.
2:25 trot, the Merchants' stake F.
B. Loomls, A. R. Gumaer, G. If. Estabrook, Ollie Dillon, A. R. Morehead,
Denver; C. L. Smith, K. Macdermid,
A. E. Bartlett, Colorado Springs; Chas.
B. Lewis, Trinidad, Colo.
The Elks' Racing association, with
B. F. Springer, president, and John
Humphreys, secretary, has arranged
an admirable card and offers a total
of $7,200 In purses.
The program for the four days fol
lows:
Tuesday, June 2 Purse No. 1, 2:14
trot. $500; purse No. 2, 2:15 pace (the
Philip Schneider Brewing company
stake), early closing, $1,000; purse No.
2, 1:25 trot and pace to wagon, prizes;
two or more running races.
Wednesday, June 3 Purse No. 4,
2:35 pace, $500; purse No. 5, 2:20 trot,
$500; cowboy and running race.
Thursday, June 4 Purse No. 6, 2:25
trot (the Merchant's stake), early closing $1,000; purse No. 7, 2:19 pace,
$500; purse No. 8, 1:15 trot and pace
to wagon, prizes; two or more running
races.
Friday, June 5 Purse No. 9, free-forall pace, $500; purse No. 10, 2:40 trot.
$500; cowboy and running races.
-

In the Arena.
Joe Choynskl, the clever heavy
weight of California, and Philadelphia
Jack O'Brien have been matched to
meet In Philadelphia on March 30.
Terry McGovern and Young Corbett
are hard at work for their approaching
battle at San Francisco on March 31.
Young Corbett Is reported to be in the
pink of condition and within a pound
and a half of the required weight. Corbett speaks In cheerful tones of the
aproaching battle, and Terry says,
"He beat me once, but I assure you he
won't repeat the performance."
Unless Former Champion Bob
reconsiders his determination to fight for a side bet, his proposed battle with "Philadelphia Jack"
O'Brien, for the middleweight championship, will not take place. O'Brien
stated last week that he would not
agree to a side bet of $5,000 at the
present, and that he would Insist upon
the bout going to the club offering the
best inducements.
J. P. Lucas writes the Denver Post
that the Los Angeles club has offered
a purse for a twenty-rounbout between Buddy King and Rufe Turner.
This match ought to attract much attention and will undoubtedly prove to
be a fast mill.
Fitz-simmo-

d

America's Chess Experts.
The following ten players have been
selected by the Brooklyn, N. Y., Chess
club to represent America In the cable
chess match with Great Britain, April
3 and 4:
H. N. Pillsbury, F. J. Mar
shall, J. F. Barry, A. B. Hodges. Ed
ward Hymes, II. G. Volght, C. H. Newman, Eugene Delniar, G. S. Howell and
Herman Helms. Pillsbury and Marshall will play in London, as they did
last year.

SATURDAY,

March 28

COLOMBO HALL
Sixth Grand Concert Tour

"The Kilties"
Military Band

W

The f ainoun tittle pills.
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Blanks

Musicians. 10 Soloists. 16 Vocal
Choir. 6 Highland Dancers. 2
Bagpipers. 4 British Military
Buglers. 1 Giant Drum
Major. Boy Dancer,
etc., etc., etc.

r--

i

1 .
uoio.

....TO....

Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago or
phis and Principal Points.

and loan blanks,
five cents each.
These blanks are

Appearing in full Kilted Regimentals,

very carefully
drawn, and are issued by authority.

Has Created a Furore of Enthusiasm
in 300 American Cities.

O

TO THE NORTH AND EAST
"THE FASTEST EVER"

of all kinds on hand
mining, rail estate

Mem-

Call on Agent for full Information
A, E. P. N.E. System, El Paso, Texas.

A. N. BROWN, G. P.

mmmPRICE8mmmm

Afternoon, 50c and $1.00.
75c and $1.00.

Evening,

Silver
Avenue mi
Stable WmW

paper of the
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THE GLOBE PRINTING CO.. St.Louls Mo.

Will Not
do shoddy work
even at your price.
but no other office
in the southwest
can do better work
than The Citizen
does.

FRENCH TANSY WAFERS.
Ladles can depend upon securii
permanent relief from Irregular
painful periods by using these wafei
Safe and sure at all times.
Avoid worthless substitutes by purchasing only from our agent.
Paris Toilet Co., Lowell, Mass., Importers.
W, Y. Walton, prescription druggist,
corner Railroad avenue and Third
street, Albuquerque, N. M., sole agent
for Bernalillo counir.

A badge
jo

jo
o

TO OMAHA AND CHICAGO.

TO KANSAS CITY AND ST. LOUIS.
TWO THRO' TRAINS FROM DENVER DAILY OVER
BURLINGTON RAILS ALL THE WAY.

Books
The CITIZEN is
equipped to manu- - g
facture to order any j
style of blank book,
no matter how intricate the ruling.
Make up your form
just as you want it,
and let us give you
our estimate.

INSURANCE,
FIRE INSURANCE,
REAL ESTATE,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
ROOMS
CROMWKLL BLOCK.
Automatic Telephone 174.
ACCIDENT

12-1-
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Book
Binding

i

Books, magazines,

pamphlets, c a t a

logues, etc., bound
in any style lowest
rates. Satisfaction

guaranteed.
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WtlL INroB MATtOH Dt SCRIPT IVE.
ETC.

CAUL

COUPON TICKET AGtNT

ON NEAKF3T
OR ADDBtSS

Disappoint
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of the
Burlington.
"For years and years a Burlington badge or a Burlington uniform, whether on train-man- ,
engine-mabrakeman,
or agent, has stood for all the courtesy and consideratilon of
an American gentleman and the loyalty to duty of the trained
soldier." Nebraska City News.

Blank

B. A. SLEYSTER.

as uvu.
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ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR

We

Saddle Horses a Specialty. We
board horse andhave first class rigs
for hire.
L. E. CAREY, Prop.

AOOO VEST

J
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World.VJIU

Almost equal to a Daily at the price of a Weekly. Tha latest telegraphic
newg form all parts of the World every Tuesday and Friday. Full
and Cor-reMarket Reports. A variety of Interesting and instructive reading mat- ter for every member of the family. Unequaled as a Newspaper and Home
Journal. Two papers every week. One Dollar a year SAMPLE COPIES
FREE.

LIVERY, FEED AND SALE

SOUTH-WES- T

ajlt

I 11C

The Qreat News- -

for cards, circulars,
letter heads, envelopes, bill heads,
pamphlets, etc.

114 WEST SILVER AVENUE.
Old 'Phone A22.

TWICE EVERY WEEK
The Oreat Republican
I
1 11C
Paper of America,
L4UUI0
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The Latest
Type Faces

Plan opens at Matson's on Tuesday,
March 24, at 9 a. m.

CLOUDCItOFT,

Early Risers

rJ

RUNS

Canada's Crack I
40

.

Rock Island System
DAILY TRAINS
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Subscribe for The Citizen.
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'"My daughter had a terrible cough
which settled on her lungs," says N.
Jackson, ot Danville, III. "We tried a
great many remedies without relief,
until we gave her Foley's Honey and
Tar which cured her." Refuse substl
tutes. Alvarado Pharmacy.

Dress goods and silks in a vari- ety that will please the most fas- tldlous; prlce3 to please the most
critical and economical.
LION STORE.

A. S. HUGHES, Oen. Traffic Man.

The Citizen Job
Office is prepared to
turn out work of
any character or
quality demanded,
at the right prices.
Mail orders for

Afternoon
and Evening

Cough Settled on Her Lungs.

OUU HOBBY.

H.

A. EDSON, Manager,
Denver Colo.
K HOOPER r.cxn

The Campbells Are
Comin' Hurrah!
Hurrah!!

in.

RIO GRANDE WESTERN
RIO GRANDE A SANTA FE

THE POPCLAK LINE TO

i.

.

,
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Ticket Office, 1039 17th St
1

G. W. VALLERY, General:

A

rent!

DENVER.

The Themometer is
Seldom Higher Than
8O0

in Mexico City

This "Paris of Ijitln America" Is situated over six thousand feet
above the level ot the sea, and the heat of the lower altitudes is never
Auuough not generally known summer Is the very
experienced.
best of seasons to visit the Land of MaBana."
The daily afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, so
cools the atmosphere as to make the evenings and nl6-.e- s lovely.
Between the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of cur
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy mornings, and the cooling sea breeiea of day, one becomes so entranced
with the beauty of this country as to never f 01 get his trip und)r
The White Umbrella."

The Mexican Central
Is prepared to furnish you with the best of accommodations
points in Mexico.
Call on or address,
W. D. MURDOCK,
A. O. ft P. A., Mexico

W. C. MEAD,
C. A., El Paso.

to

l--

l

C. R. HUDSON,
O. F. ft P. A.,Mexlco.
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W, H. HAHN

COAL DEALER

New Mexico Towns

Cerrlllos and Gallup Domettlo Lump
Coal, $5.00 per ton.
LAS VEGAS.
Anthraclta Nut, 97.50 par ten.
Anthracite, larger sizes, 97.78 par From the Optic.
ton.
Madellna G. do Salas, wife of Felipe
Wood and Kindling, all sizes.
Salas, died suddenly yesterday on the
west side. The lady was sick only a
Yard and Office: 107 Eatt Railroad few hours before the dread summons
avenue; uptown office, Armljo bldg.
came. She was 38 years old.
A meeting of the citizens of East
Telephone:
Automatic, 418 and
Las Vegas was held at the city hall
267; Bell, 45.
last evening to consider the situation
regarding a joint postofllce for East
Las Vegas and Las Vegas.
Charles O'Mally Is the proud papa of
girl, the little angel ara
riving about 3 o'clock yesterday afterC07 Wnt Gold Avenue,
noon.
Norrls Cochran writes from Utlca,
N. Y., where he is attending school,
that typhoid fever Is so bad there that
abort l.Siui j.upiln have gone to their
honn's and the city authorities are do
Ing everything to purify the water.
Five hundred people have died there
recently.
Amended ai tides of Incorporation of
the Santa Fe Land Improvement company were flld in the probate clerk"s
office yesterday.
Jose E. Lial died on the west side
yesterday, aged C3 years.
Improver.-.entand cleaning are in
progress in the Plaza park, which will
WM. GOETTINQ & CO., Proprietor. enhance the beauty of that elegant bit
of scenery the coming summer.
All klnda of Fresh Meats handled.
From the Record.
Sausage making a specialty.
The funeral of the late A. F. Eames
occurred this afternoon from the Masonic Temple, 'ihe services were conducted by the Masonic lodge and the
HOTEL CLAIRE...
remains were followed to their last
resting place in the Masonic cemetery
SANTA FE, N. M
by a large cortege of friends of the deceased.
FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
Some miscreants endeavored to burLIGHTED. STEAM HEATED,
glarize the store of H. Levy & Bro. on
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
Sixth street last night, but were balked
SANITARY
BATHS AND
In their attempt by the fact that heavy
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
Iron bars are fastened across the winLARGE
ROOM
SAMPLE
dows on the inside. They broke the
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
rear windows, but when they ran
against the bars, they did not have
PLAN- the necessary tools with which to gain
GEO. E ELLIS,
entrance.
..: t a- ..1
n
Alex. McLemore, colored, w.ho was
formerly employed as a train porter
between Las Vegas and Albuquerque,
J.
was picked up by the police here yesterday, directly after arrival of No. 1,
Dealer in
and lodged In jail, upon the telegraphic
instructions of Sheriff A. T. Lucas, of
Topeka, Kan.
Miss Hattie Croxford, daughter of
B06
WEST KAILROAD
AVENUE George Croxford, of this city, was married at La Junta, Colo., the other day.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
It will be eleven years tomorrow since
Mr. Croxford entered the employ of the
Santa Fe Railway company.
8IMON BALLING, Proprietor.
The contract has been let and the
work begun on extensive improveSuccessor to Balling Bros.
ments, both Interior and exterior, on
Wedding : Oake : a : Specialty St. Paul's
Memorial church, which,
We desire patronage, and we
when completed, will make ii one of
guarantee first-clas- s
baking.
the handsomest churches in the city.
207 8. First St,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Matt G. Raynolds, attorney for the
government in the United States court
of private claims, has been in town
today from Santa Fe enroute to his
home In St. Louis.
Miss Delia Eaton, who resided here
several years ago, but now of San
Francisco, passed through on No. 1 today in return from a trip east.
Mrs. E. J. Scott and son, William,
returned last evening from a thirty
days' visit to relatives and friends at
1137 West Railroad Avenue.
Wichita Falls, Kan. They were accompanied back by Miss Christine
MEN AND WOMEN. Hursh, a niece of Mrs. Scott, who will
I'm Biff tf fnrunnntura
remain here and take advantage of our
dineliftrie,intUniii)ttlinrij
r
M liitoi
lfl Irritations or tit rem... of
OsftrtntM
excellent school facilities.
mfcJ ft! t atriolar.
of mucuus neinbran
ItmEvansChemicaiCo.
SEVERE ATTACK OF GRIP
gent nr

The Union
Market

nine-poun-

s

A. SKINNER

Staple and

Fancy Groceries

PIONEER BAKERY

JOE RICHARDS,

CIGARS

f

Mold by DrogeTlatA,
or tent in Dla'n wmcw,
by exoreM. urwaid. for
91.W, orSlHittlet 92.1b.
Circular aeut on raguMt

A. D. JOHNSON
I

Have a Stock of New Eclipse Wind
Mills and Repairs on hand. Bring
Around Your Wagons.

LEAD AVENUE, BETWEEN FIRST
AND 8ECOND STREETS.
Auto 'Phone 308.

ALBUQUERQUE,

Q. Badaracco
Dealer in

General flerchandise and
Liquors
Proprietor of the Summer Garden
All kinas of Country Produce Bought
and Sold.
Goods Delivered Free to all Parts of
the City.
Corner of Third and Tljer
Albuquerque
New Mexico

Cured by One Bottle of Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy.
"When I haa an attacK of the grip
last winter (the second one) I actually
cured myself with one bottle of Chamberlains Cough Remedy," says Frank
W. Perry, editor of the Enteprlse, of
Shortsville, N. Y. "This Is the honest
truth. I at times kept from coughing
myself to pieces by taking a teaspoon-fu- l
of this remedy, and when the coughing spell would come on at night I
would take a dose and It seemed that
In the briefest
interval the cough
would pass off and I would go to sleep
perfectly free from cough and its accompanying pains. To say that the
remedy acted as a most agreeable surprise is putting It very mildly. I had
no Idea that it would or could knock
put .the grip, simply- - because I had
never tried It for such a purpose, but it
did, and it seemed with the second attack of coughing the remedy caused it
to not only be of less duration, but the
pains were far less severe, and I had
not used the contents of one bottle before Mr. Grip bad bid me adieu." For
Eale by all druggists.
SOCORRO.

From the Republican.
Dr. Kittrell, our postmaster, has now
full charge and control of the Kittrell
Park. He is hard at work, and will
311 South First Street
soon have it assume its mantle of
FRANK VAJO, Proprietor.
green.
The oest or liquors served to pat
Jim Baldwin Is dead, and will be
rons of the bar.
buried here tomorrow,
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
Estevan Baca, Jose E. Torres and
Nice large rooms, everything brao others returned from Santa Fe, where
purposes.
new, upstairs for lodging
they had been to secure the appointment of a district attornev for Socorro
county. A. A. Sedillo was appointed.
MELINI & I: AKIN

THE ARCADE

From the Chieftain.
Adam Farr, of Albuquerque, died In
Magdalena Friday, the 13th Inst, of
We uandle everything iu our line
pneumonia. Deceased belonged to a
Distillers Agents
Special distributors Taylor & Williams family of excellent standing in this
part of the territory.
Louisville, Kentucky.
Capt. A. B. Fitch returned yesterday
.111 8. First St,
Albuquerque, N. M. from a trip to Denver, where he went
WHOLESALE

LIQUORS

& CIGARS

with C. T. Brown to observe a test run
of ore from the Graphic mine. Mr.
Brown went on to Joplin, Mo., on a
similar errand and will return home
Tuesday or Wednesday.
Dr. and Mrs. C. G. Duncan arrived at
their home In this city Sunday morning from an absence of six weeks In
Ohio for the doctor's health. They
were given a glad welcome by their
many friends in the city and vicinity.
The doctor Is almost completely restored to health and is attending to
the wants of patients as of old.
The vacation appointment of Juan
Jose Baca and Capt. A. B. Fitch as
members of the board of trustees of
tiie School of Mines was confirmed by
the council. August E. Rouiller was
confirmed in place of Joseph E. Smith,
whose appointment was rejected.
Tragedy Averted.
the nick of time our little ,
boy was saved," writes Mrs. W.
of Pleasant City, Ohio. "Pneumonia had played sad havoc with him
and a terrible cough set In besides.
)octors treated him, but he grew worse
every day. At length we tried Dr.
King's New Discovery for consumption, and our darling was saved. He's
now sound, and well." Everybody
ougnt to know. It's the only sure cure
for coughs, colds and all lung diseases.
Guaranteed by all druggists. Price BOc
and 11.00. Trial bottles free.

"Just

In

Wat-kins-

AY MARCH 23 1903

which. If followed up. will give them
a depth of 700 feet under Animas
Peak. They have an exceptionally
good showing.
A. J. Loomls, deputy Internal revenue Inspector, spent Sunday and Monday in Hillsboro. Mr. Loomls Is always a welcome vlsitoi.
Col. John S. Crawford, an old and
well known resident of Kingston, recently monopolized some five columns
of the Chicago InterOttan reciting
wild and woolly frontier reminiscences
concerning himself and others. The
paper contained a
portrait of
the dashing colonel, which was more
readily recognized by old timers here
pen pictthan were the
ures surrounding It. However, all
congratulate the colonel upon
tho vigorous manner In which he manipulates the pen.
Last Sunday George Milliard received
word of the death of his eldest sister,
Mrs. Eva Moser, which occurred at her
home near Cloudcroft, N. M., on March
life-lik-

blood-curdlin-

10.

Lillian, the 4 year-oldaughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Smith, died Tuesday evening, after an Illness of several
weeks. She was burled Wednesday afternoon. Services were held at the
family residence.
George Hamilton, an
of
Kingston, is looking over the mines in
this dlwUict. He comes from Globe,
r

Ariz.

Fur-due-

d

A Remarkable Case.
One of the moBt remarkable rases of

a cold,
on the lungs, causing pneumonia. Is that of Mrs. Gertrude E. Fenner, Marlon, lnd., who was
entirely cured by the use of One Mln-utSANTA FE.
Cough Cure. She says: "The
coughing and straining so weakened
From the New Mexican.
me that I run down In weight from
Col. J. Frank Chaves, superintendent
of public Instruction, has gone to his 148 to 92 pounds. I tried a number of
to on avail until I used One
ranch in Valencia county. He expects remediesCough
Cure. Four bottles of
Minute
to return in about a week.
this wonderful remedy cured me enJohn Burroughs, the well known nat- tirely of the cough, strengthened my
uralist and artist, will accompany lungs and restored me to my normal
President Roosevelt on his western weight, health and strength." B. H.
Briggs & Co.; S. Vann & Son.
trip.
Councilman Thomas Hughes, of AlDEMING.
buquerque, who represented Bernalillo
and McKlnley counties in the legisla- From the Headlight.
tive council, left this afternoon for his
Before leaving our city, last Wedhlme. He expresses himself as highly nesday, Messrs. J. Weldon Berrey,
Edpleased with the course of the legisla- win P. Lownsbury,
and Grovcr Strong,
tive assembly and feels good over the of Albuquerque, called at
the Headlight
success of several measures which
office and requested us to convey to
law.
the citizens of Deming, and especially
Hon. and Mrs. Solomon Luna, of Los to the managers of the Adelphla club
Lunas, returned to their Valencia home their most sincere
for the many
last evening. Mr. Luna is president of courtesies receivedthanks
at
hands
their
the territorial sheep sanitary board, while in our city.
and attended to legislative and politiFrom 2 until 5 o'clock of last Moncal matters here during the past two day afternoon the Adelphi club rooms
weeks.
were given up to the ladies of our
Rev. Fathers Minner and Mitchell, city and their visitors from Silver City,
Cincinnati priests, are among the late who came down to engage In,
and also
arrivals at the Sanitarium in search of witness the game of basket ball
that
better health.
evening. During those hours the club
Judge Henry L. Waldo, who spent rooms were filled with merry throng.
a
the past two months in the capital on All seemed to enjoy themselves.
legal business and on legislative matDied, at Clifton, Ariz., on Wednesday
ters, left Tnursday night for Kansas morning, March 18, Mrs.
Sarah Jane
City, Mo., to visit his family, expecting Morris. Mrs. Morris was well known
to return to New Mexico In alout a to
In this section, who will
month.
be pained to hear of her death. She
Senator W. H. Andrews, president of was the mother of Mrs. Henry Nord-hauthe Albuquerque Eastern railroad, left
of this city, who had been with
last night for a ousiness visit to Pitts- her mother during her last illness. Mrs.
burg, Pa.
Morris leaves a husband, James Mor
Associate Justice Henry C. Sluss, of ris, and three daughters to mourn her
Wichita, Kan., who has been here at- loss.
tending the sessions of tne court of
private land claims, has returned
Parasites Cause All Hair Troubles,
home.
of the diseases of the
Miss Nina Otero expects to leave scalp and hair are caused by parasite
shortly after Easter for a visit to germs. The importance of this dis
friends in St. Louis, Mo. She may ex- covery by Professor Unna, of the Char
tend her trip to Pittsburg, also for ity hospital, Hamburg, Germany, can
not be
It explains why
the purpose of visiting friends.
J. W. Kennedy, representing "The ordinary hair preparations, even of the
Omaha Magazine," published at Oma- most expensive character, fall to cure
ha, Neb., in the Interest of the great dandruff; because they do not, and
west, Is visiting New Mexico's capital. they cannot kill tho dandruff germ.
He Is gathering information concern- The only hair preparation in the world
ing New Mexico, and was furninhed that positively destroys the dandruff
many pamphlets and bulletins publish- parasites that burrow up the scalp Ined by the bureau of immigration and to scales called scurf or dandruff. Is
also a report of the governor of New Newbro's Herpicide. In addition to its
destroying the dandrufT germ HerpiMexico.
Prof. F. A. Jones, of Albuquerque, Is cide is also a delightful hair dressing,
in charge of the mine census of New making the hair glossy and soft as
Mexico now being taken under and by silk.
Send
"Sold by leading druggists.
the direction of the geological survey
of the interior department, and who 10c in stamps for sample to The HerMich. B. H. Briggs
has been In town working for an ap- picide Co., Detroit,
propriation for the St. Louis exhibition & Co., special agents.
by the Thirty-fiftlegislative assemLAS CRUCES.
bly, left yesterday for Cerrillos, Madrid
anu San Pedro to gather information From the Republican.
The resignation of Professor Arthur
concerning the mining interests of that
Goss from the faculty of the Agriculsection.
Mrs. A. M. Bergere entertained at a tural college has lieen handed in and
handsomely appointed
luncheon on accepted. Professor Goss has been
Tuesday.. The decorations were green tendered a chair in the Purdue, lnd.,
and red and of a most pleasing effect. agricultural college, the vacancy as
Covers were laid for ten. In addition chemist of that Institution being creto the hostess and her daughter, Miss ated by the death of the Incumbent.
Mr. Harker receiveu news WednesNina Otero, there were present: Mrs.
Otero. Mesdames J. W. Raynolds, D. day morning that his son, Fred Barker,
by our govII. McMillan, Shutileworth,
Solomon was appointed law clerk
Luna, W. S. Hopewell, W. A. Hawkins ernment. Fred Is now located at
Manila, P. I. He has a very Important
and Miss LaRue.
W. H. Jack, of Silver City, president position, being the bead of the appeal
of the New Mexico Cattlegrowers' as- department. Mrs. Barker sails for the
sociation, who spent the past week In Philippine Islands on the first of April
the city looking after legislative affairs to rejoin her husband.
It. L. Faulkner and Dr. Campbell purconnected with the Interests of the
of New Mexico, left last chased EiJ head of fine goats from
evening for Albuquerque, where he will Oscar Lohman yesterday. They expect
purchase more and will locate them
meet Mrs. Jack, who has been visiting to
In the San Andreas, where Mr. Faulkher sister in lxs Angeles, Cal. Both
ner has secured a fine location.
will then return to their Grant county
News haa been received of the death
home.
of Dean Bradley, father of Mrs. E. M.
La grippe coughs yeild quickly to Bowyer. He was for many years dean
the wonderful curative qualities of of the Westminster church, one of the
Foley's Honey and Tar. There Is noth- high dignities of the church of Enging else "just as good." Alvarado land.
Pharmacy.
The board of regents met last week.
All members were present, as follows:
HILLSBOFtoT
O. A. Richardson, of Koswell, presiFrom the Advocate.
dent; H. B. Holt, of Las Cruces, secreP. J. Bennett has moved his printing tary and treasurer; Regents W. A.
plant from Deming to Clifton, Ariz., Cooper, of Santa Fe; Seamon Field, of
where he wil start the Clifton Herald. Deming, and Jose K. Lurero, of Las
Work commenced this week on the Cruces. This was the annual meeting
South Percha Gold Mining & Milling of the board and the one at which
company's mines. They commenced teachers are elected. The whole corps
worn on tne ore In one of the leads, of professors, instructor, and assist
deep-seate-

d

o

e

s

Nine-tenth-

ants were
with the excepAluminum house numrrs; three fof
tion of Professor Goss, who leaves on Z9 cents, see C. A. Hudson, Second
the first of April to accept a position avenue.
as director of the experiment station
Go to the White Elephant for Muen- and state chemist at Purdue univerchen Hofbrau beer.
sity, in Indiana,
o .
Gentlemen! Let us take your meas
From the Progress.
At the annual meeting of tne board ure now for a new suit. Our tailoring
of regents of the Agricultural college pleases. Nettleton Tailoring Agency.
o
last week, the entire corps of proSee the new Knox Pantouris hat.
fessors, instructors and assistants, ccmes in the light beaver color. The
now serving In so gratifying a manner, swellest thing
in the market Simon
were
with the exception of Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.
Prof. Arthur Goss, who has accepted a
Rock Island Grading to Sub-Le- t
position as director of the experiment
112 miles of grading, concrete and
,
station and Btate chemist at the
lnd., university. He will leave for bridging, between Tucumcarl, New
Mexico, and Amarlllo, Texas. Work
his new field of labor April 1.
Estimated half million
A man in Gallup has aliout solved now ready.
the problem of utilizing the slack coal yards of sand stone and two and a halt
for fuel, compressing it into blocks and million yards of earth. Fine material.
thus rendering it susceptible of hand- Good prices. Address, room 225, New
ling. Completed, this new process will York Life building, Kansas City, Misbe of considerable benefit to the coun- souri.
try and will bring about a great saving THE W. R. 3TUBBS CONTRACTING
CO.
In fuel.
o
The Catholic Truth society of Las
Cruces will give a play at Convent hall
YOU MAKE A BLUNDER
April 17, for the benefit of the fund
If you don't look at our dress
for the new Catholic cemetery.
C goods and silks before buying
Word has been received from the deelsewhere; VRrlety and values un- partment at Washington by Col. Jack
matched In rival stores.
Swarts that New Mexico would not
LION STORE.
suffer from any noticeable severity of
wind this season It Having all been
o
Clairvoyant.
used up by lleveridge In his
Dr.
Hough,
clairvoyant and oc
Rev.
harangues in congress.
Forrest McKlnley, special agent of cult teacher, will give readings dally
the United States land department, at No. 411 South Second street. Prireturned from California last Saturday vate lectures and tests, given also;
evening. Mr. and Mrs. McKinley are will teach and develop classes, readtalking of removing to Santa Fe, and ings $1 and $2. Call and see him.
will probably do bo within a few days. Questions answered by mail $1.
Don't Send Off
From the Citizen.
sleeper,
children's
for
We
year,
This
the Organ mountain mines
will tall In line with the big producers have a fine assortment and can save
you money and you see what you are
of New Mexico and Arizona.
Prof. C. T. Jordan came in from the getting. See our window display this
Santa Rosa oil fields last Friday. He week. W. V. Futrelle Furniture Co.
is well pleased with the prospect for a
LAND SCRIP.
good flow of oil on his and adjoining
By the use of so called land scrip
properties in the district
title can be obtained to government
land without cultivation or residence
What's In a Name?
Everything is In the name when It thereon. All you need to do is to give
comes to Witch Hazle Salve. E. C. description and show the land to be
DeWItt & Co., of Chicago, discovered, of the proper kind; we do the rest. By
ome years ago, how to make a salve reason of the exhaustion of a supply
om Witch Hazel that Is a specific for which has been quite limited the price
lies. For blind, bleeding, Itching and Is advancing. We have a small amount
protruding piles, eczema, cuts, burns, yet on hand to sell, that is fully guar
bruises and all skin diseases, DeWitt's anteed. We also deal In real estate,
Salve has no equal. This has given loans and Investments.
rise to numerous worthless counter-felts- .
HUGO SEABERO, Springer. N. M.
Ask for DeWitt's the genuine.
B. H. Briggs & Co.; S. Vann & Son.
Electrical Works.
M. Nash, corner of Lead avenue and
For Over sixty rears.
Second street, contractor and dealer
An old and well tried remedy.
Mrs. Wlnslow's Soothing Syrup has in all kinds of electrical appliances.
been used for over sixty years by mil- Electric door bells, chandallera and
lions of mothers for their children fancy shades, burglar alarms, fans
while teething with perfect success. and motors, and special wiring. AutoIt soothes the child, boftens the gums, matic 'phone 401.
o
allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
F. a. Jones, e. m., C E.
is the best remedy for diarrhoea.
Is
Consulting Mining Engineer
pleasant to the taste. Sold by drug- Field assistant U. S. Geological Survej
Albuquerque, N. M.
gists In every part rf the world,
Correspondence solicited.
Twenty-fivcents a bottle. Its value
is incalculable. Be sure and ask fo
Mrs. Wlnslow's Soothing Syrup, and
It's just as natural for us to
take no other kind.
lead in variety and value as It Is
ES
for others to follow.
CANADIAN-KILTILION STORE.
Capture New York Musical Soldiers
are Well Received at the Garden.
Early spring styles of W. L. Douglas
It was "Hands Across the Sea" or
Every style Is
shoes are at hand.
rather across the Canadian border
patent leather vici
at the Madison Square Garden. "The shown fromto the heavy
bos calf workthe
Kilties" Highlanders Band of Canada dress shoe
ing styles, at $3 and $3.50.
Simon
was the medium of the mighty stretch
Stern, Railroad Avenue Clothier.
A crowd of Americans filled the great
o
!
auditorium to hear the crack music
Fine Crockery.
ians in king's scarlet and Scotch kilts
A fine line of the celebrated Charles
play. And their welcome was warm.
Meaken and other noted brands Just
The program began with the "Star received and you will be surprised to
Spangled Banner" and closed with see how cheaply you can buy them. W.
"America" and "God Save the King," V. Futrelle Furniture Co., corner Secsung by the band.
ond street and Gold avenue.
It was a remarkable concert in many
ways, for It Included bagpipe vlrtuose- FOR SALE Several hundred pounds
ly, Scottish dances, songs and InstrU'
of old papers, good for wrapping
,
purposes, cheap. Address, The
mental music a variety of accomplish'
Albucuerque, N. M.
ments few bands can boast of. And
among the Instrumental numbers were
several American airs which were cer
talnly novel to American ears In their
unique arrangement.
FINE LIQUORS AND CIGARS
The old Scottish airs as they were
played last night by the "Kilties" were
Sole Agents for Lemp's Standard Beer.
remarkably fine.
In their special fle,d the native
CHAG. L. KEPPELER, Proprietor.
Scots' music they were simply de213 South Cecond Street.
lightful. Well drilled, they play with
precision and with appreciation of
their work. New York Journal, Sun- DEV0TS READY - MIXED PAIN
day, January 12, 1902.
"The Kilties" will be at Colombo One Gallon Covers 300 Square Feet
on March 28
TWO COAT8.

s

-

s.

e

EVERY PAOE OF THIS PAPER
Is good reading, but the best of
d them all Is page 3. That's w here f
you will find cur ad.
LION STORE.
Boys' W. L. Douglas $2.50 shoes-stron- gest
boys' shoe in the world-m- ade
of box calf or vici kid. at $:.50.
Simon Stern, Railroad Ave. Clothier.
Notice for Publication.
(Homestead Entry No. 53 43
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., February 20, 1903.
Notice Is hereby given that the following-named
settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof in
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the Probate
Clerk of Valencia county, at Los
Lunas, N. M., on April 1, 1903, viz.:
Juan Antonio Alderete for the EH
SEtt, Sec. 14, T. 8 N., R. 5 V.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of, said land, viz.:
Jesus Alderete, of Peralta, N. M.;
Seferlno Alderete, of Peralta, N. M.;
Jesus Torres, of Peralta, N. w.;
Otero, of Peralta, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
Tran-qullln-

Notice Tor Publication.
(Homestead Entry No. 4381.)
Department of the Interior, Land Office
at Santa Fe, N. M., March 12, 1903:
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
lowing-namesettler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof In
support of his claim, r.nd that said
proof will be made before the Clerk of
the Probate Court at Albuquerque, N.
M., on April 21, 1903, viz.: William H.
H. Allison, for the EH of NWVi. and
lots 1 and 2, Sec. 19, T. 10 N., R 4 E.
He names the fonowlng witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, viz.:
John W. Barnett, of Albuquerque, N.
M.; Joseph F. Sulzer, of Albuquerque,
N. M.; William Hart, of Albuquerque,
N. M.; Edward F. Weed, of Albuquer
que, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
d
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A MAN,
A WOMAN,
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FIND ANYTHING,
BUY ANYTHING,
8ELL ANYTHING,
RENT ANYTHING,
LOAN ANYTHING,
TRADE ANYTHING,

want anything on earth,

If you

X
X

X
In The Citizen and you X
X will be sure to get It.
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Have You

Anything

To

Exchange

?

The North Pole Saloon

Cures Sciatic Rheumatism.
Mrs. A. E. Simpson, 509 Craig street,
Knoxville, Tenn., writes, June 10. 1899:
"I have been trying the baths of Hot
Springs, Ark., for sciatic rheumatism,
but I get more relief from Ilallard'B
Snow Liniment than any medicine or
anything I have ever tried. Enclosed
find postoffice order for $1.00. Send mo
a large bottle by Southern Express."
Sold by Cosmopolitan Pharmacy
II.
Ituppe.

X

7

Ilk

ml

yJ

1

Have you a farm and do you
w.nt to trade It for a grocery

"torer

Have you a horse and do you
want to exchange It for a
planoT
Have you a bicycle and do you
want to exchange It for a
mera?
Have you a gun and do you
want to trade It for a book
case '.'
Have you a wash boiler and do
you want to exchange It for

rugf
Have you a pair of skates and
do you want to trade them
for a punching bag?

girl operated on by the
Lorenz method at New York for hip
dislocation, died after the operation.

Have you a spring overcoat and
do you want to exchange It
for a baby carriage T

Pneumonia Folows a Cold
but never follows the use of Foley's

Have you a stove and do you
want to trade It for a refrig

An

8 year-ol- d

Honey and Tar. It stops the cough,
heals and strengthens the lungs and
affords perfect security from an attack
of pneumonia. Refuse substitutes. Alvarado Pharmacy.
o

William J. Bryan spent his birthday,
Friday last, serving on a jury in the
district court at Lincoln, Neb.

erator?

SEE THE PRICES. SEE THE GOODS
Harness

S5.50 to $40.0u
$7.50
$5.25 to $55.00

Farmers' Plow Harness,
Saddles

Working Overtime.
Eight hour laws are Ignored by those Fine Cowboy Saddles, Leather, Dus
ters, Collars, Axle Oils, etc.
tireless, little workers Dr. King's
New Life Pills. Millions are always
15c to $1.50
at work, night and day, curing Indiges- Whips
tion, biliousness, constipation, stck
headache and all stomach, liver and
bowel trouble. Easy, pleasant, safe,
400 Railroad Avenue
sure. Only 25c at all druggists.
Albuquerque

Tlios. F. Kolelier

x

put an ad

Cltl-sen-

hl

o

Have you a dog and do you
want to exchange hlrv for a
roosterT

i Costs

Yon Oolrj

ic a
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orl
"
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The Daily Citizen
Want Columns.
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Miss Kane zeiirtocrer. loimeny oi
San Pedro has come to Albuquerque
1.1.

4

of the Democrat, loft
night for Magdalena on a short
trip.
A. A. Knott, live stock dealer of
Berthoud, Colo., arrived In the city
from the north last night.
H. H. Ottens and family, of Philadelphia, are spending t n
week at
Harsch's Coyote hot springs.
Reserved seats for the Kilties band
will he on sale Tuesday morning at 9
o'clock, at Matson's book store.
There will be a special meeting of
the Alamo Hive, No. 1, L. O. T. M., to
morrow alternoon at 2:30 o'clock, at
Odd Fellows' hall.
There will be a meeting of the committees appointed to arrange for the
reception of President Roosevelt at
the Commercial club tonight.
The W. It. C. will meet at the K. of
P. hall Tuesday, March 24, at 2:30
p. m. By order of the president. Temperance Whitconib, secretary.
Easter Sunday is always the first
Sunday after the full moon which oc
curs on or next after March 21. This
year Easter comes on April 12.
Miss Kate Kelly, of Belen, who spent
a couple of days in Albuquernue. on
business and pleasure, has retuned
to the little bustling city on the cut
L. D Johnson

Our Honest
Shoe Values

t
I

Get what you pay for!
And this Is the place to get It

t

0
0

We offer today a line of Men's Shoes,
in three standard styles that we guarantee to be solid in every fibre.

Solid Leather, Solid Inside, Solid Outside and Solid Shoemaklng.

V

i

Solidity, strength and service are
stamped on every one of our shoes.
See them.

t

LACE, CAP TOE.

0

0
0

I

LACE, PLAIN TOE.

$2.50

CONGRESS, PLAIN TOE.

off.
Dr. Wallace Wolvin, the df ntist. has

carnat'io7dlt7H "palms.

The
The musical
program rendered by the Alvarado trio
,astp(1 from 6 &cock nnti, after g and
''B9 Hned to with ple asure. Among
th nlimberB were Ronlll n.,w a,, ploas-as- t
,
compositions by popular compos-busineB-

'dinner was sumptuous.

LENTEN BREAKFAST

now

wel-oora-

J. L. BELL & CO.

5

IP QAM

s

I

3

Lf

1
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Derive' Club Entered by Masked Robbers and Safe Blown Open.
Denver, March 23. Pollen received
word shortly after 4 this morning that
masked robbers had entered the Denver club, the most fashionable club of
the city, and that the porter, Thomas
Harris, had been help up at the point
of a revolver by one of the desperadoes while others rifled the safe of
G0 and a fine gold watch. Police do
not believe Harris' story and have arrested him. Lucie Fleetwood has also
been placed under arrest in connection
with the rase. Both Harris and the
woman are mulattoes. The detectives
believe that she met Harris and got
th? mncy and watch from h!m. She
is known to have been out of her room
all night till 4:30 this morning.
KILLED

BY FALL.

Allen Chalk of Alamogordo
Meets
Death While Drunk.
Allen Chalk, an old resident of Alamogordo, met death near that place
Friday night in a tragic manner. He
with a number of friends were riding
horseback from La Luz to Alamogordo.
Chalk had been drinking freely and
was spin ring his horse about In a very
ridiculous manner. His horse stumbled and fell, throwing Its unfortunate
rider to the ground. He struck on his
head and was dead when his friends
reached him a few moments later.
The fall broke his neck. The body
was taken to Alamogordo and burled.

OF CONSIDERATION

WORTHY

VJHY

are
Learnard in a position to give the best
quality and values in the southwest? Twelve years
experience has taught them how to buy at the greatest discounts (quality considered) offered dealers who
buy for cash and in carload lots.
I Tall &

BOLD ROBBERY.

leased two rooms adjoining the one he
occupies in the Grant building
and will establish another operating
may be Just as enjoyable surely Just chair.
The cement walk on South Second
as wholesome If you will but select street, by the side of J. H. O'Rleily &
from the great variety we offer: Cer- Co.'s drug store, is being repaired today. It is a good move in the right
e
eals, fruits, fish and eggs. Really
direction.
The clerks' union will hold their first
changes from a steady meat diet
meeting at Carpenters' hall this eve
and money savers as well.
ning. At the start there are a goodly
Easterners Feast.
number of members and the prospects
Mrs. W. R. C. Hazard and Mr. Fred
for new members is bright.
Nichols, stylish people visiting In the
Arthur L. Rheinstorm, staff corre city, were guests of honor at a Bospondent for the Ores and Metals min- hemian luncheon party given last eve.Nos. 118 and 120 South Second St.
ing Journal published at Denver, is in ning by Mr. Grosvenor Clarkson, of
the city picking up data concerning New York, who is wintering in Albumines and mining in New Mexico.
querque, at his home on East Tijeras
A pair of
spectacles road. Mr. Clarkson proved a providwere found In Old Town this morning. ent host and the affair went off pleasThe owner may find same by calling at antly. About fifteen plates were laid.
the office of Frank A. Hubbell, corner
of Copper avenue and Second street.
Thought to Be in Las Vegas.
According to a dispatch In the ChiHopkins
Postmaster
Informs
The
MUST BE STURDY TO STAND THE RACKET THE ROMPING PLAY
from Denver, E. J.
Citizen that a dally mall will be es- cago Record-HeralINCIDENT TO THE TRIPS TO AND FROM SCHOOL.
tablished from this city to Perea post- - Arnold and his partner. Gill, fugitives
office on April 1. This will be a great from Justice through their connection
OUR
SCHOOL SHOES
benefit to the people of the Jemes with the "get rich quick" schemes, are
country.
believed to be in this city. Mrs. Gill
ARE MADE TO WITHSTAND THE HARDEST KNOCKS; STRONG
Thos. F. Dye, the shoemaker, says arrived In Denver last Thursday and
AND STAUNCH, YET NOT CLUMSY.
that one of the anarchists living on left for this city: She was followed by
the Highlands tried to injure a new two detectives, but fhey lost her at La
For dressy wear we can fit the boys with .MaBtiff Shoes that are neat
machine of his last night, and Thomas Junta, owing to the fact that she had a
and trim In appearance.
All kinds of good shoes at lowest prices.
writes to this office that death will be parrot with her, as also did another
the penalty Inflicted if he can catch woman, and In the confusion of changing cars the detectives followed the
the miscreant.
The Woman's Home Mission society wrong woman and parrot.
It is not believed, however, that
of the Highland Methodist church will
give a tea Tuesday afternoon, March either of the men wanted are In this
11 Opposite Pcstoffice.
224 South Second St
24, at the home of Mrs. N. M. Rice, 220 city, but the officers are on the alert
South Edith street. Musical program and if such be the case the gentlemanin connection. Friends and strangers ly swindlers may find themselves In
MONEY TO LOAN.
the tolls at any time. Las Vegas
are cordially invited.
Record.
Mrs.
Berry's
OrchesRosa
at
dance
On diamonds, watcnes, etc., or any
OFFICIAL UNDERTAKtRS
good security; also househoVl goods
trion hall Saturday night was attended
Sanitarium Benefit,
Santa Fe Rail Road System
stored with me; ttrtctly confidential
by a large crowd of lovers of the light
The ladies having in charge the hosHighest cash price paid for household
fantaMics, who spent the evening in
good. Automatic 'phone 120.
Modern Ambulance Prornpt
eujoyment. The hall has recently been pital bazar to be held at Colombo hall
T. A. WHITTEN, 114 Gold avenue.
after Easter are meeting
remodeled and is now the best dancing the weekgreatest
Service Day or Night.
success, and everywith
the
hall in the city. Mrs. Berry will give a
WANTED Clean cotton rags for mabody Is willing to do their share.
dance at the hall every Wednesday
chine purposes at The Citizen office.
0. W. STRONG & SONS,
One of the principal events in conand Saturday night.
Price 4 cents per pound- nection with the bazar will be the votyoung
years
Rowe,
21
J.
a
man
J.
of
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
o
age, who came here from Kansas City ing contest by which will be decided
Subscribe for The Citizen..
just which lady will receive the fine
North Second 8t
about ten days ago, died this morning
Look into Klein wort "i' marke". on
horse, saddle and bridle, the
BOTH PHONES.
of tuberculosis. Deceased is a single saddle
North Third
He hat the nicest
fresa,--e- ti
man and was a painter by trade. He former the gift of Hon. Felipe& Hubbell,
In the city.
Co. and
from J. Korber
We are sole agents for Wheeler A
leaves a father and mother In Kansas the saddle from
Already
Keleher.
bridle
Thos.
the
Whson sewing machines. Albert Fa
City to whom the remains, now being
the contest is assuming considerable
ber, 305 Railroad avenue,
prepared
by
O.
for
W.
Strong
interment
McSPADDEN-SPRINGEInterest, the names of several ladles
Bee Joseph A. Blondin, manager
& Sons, will be shipped.
The
having already been entered.
Alvarado Trio, for music for recep TRANSFER COMPANY
T. S. Hubbell,
chairman of the contest is now open at Matson's, and
tions, muslcales, etc. Headquarters at
financial committee to make prepara- the votes are 10 cents each.
Hall
Learnard'B.
tions for President Roosevelt's recepHAUL ANYTHING
tion, has been losing no time since the
.We can give you Just as good values
The latest creations in hats will be
Piano Moving a Specialty.
In men's, women's and children's stockcommittee was appointed and has al- found at Mrs. L. H. Shoemaker's openings as we can in shoes, our "Black
ready collected several hundred dol- ing Friday and Saturday afternoons
Colo. Phone 48 lars for Albuquerque's courtesy to the and evenings of this week.
Cat" line of hosiery is unsurpassed as Auto. Phone 297
o
presidential party. When it comes to
to wear, fit and fast colors. C. May's
See all the latest styles In street hats
Popular Priced Shoe Store, 2U8 West
lifting a hand in the welfare of AlbuKodol
querque Mr. Hubbell has always used at Mrs. D. D. Coverdale's, No Name
Railroad avenue.
Store.
Digests what yon eat.
his hearty support.
o
manager
L.
for
W.
Galles,
district
3
Choral club concert at Public library
the State Life Insurance company, re- hall Monday evening, March 23. Ad
"If you want to know what styturned home this morning from a two mission, 50 cents.
lish men will wear this Seaweeks' canvasslng,trlp in the southern
o
son, ask to see Stein
part of the territory. He reports hav
Millinery Opening.
nobby
ing transacted a nice business while
Block
Mrs. L. H. Shoemaker, on Friday
out and that some of the southern and Saturday afternoons and evenings,
clothes."
towns are picking up a little. Silver March 271h and 28th, will show all the
City Is expectant on account of the latest creations in Paris and American
early opening up of the Silver City makes. A ticket will be presented to
Mr. Galles expects to go each lady entitling her to a chance on
smelter.
east In a few days.
a point lace "Lady Frances" collar,
A young horse belonging to Miss Everyone welcome.
Everyone knows that the Stein
Legler. which was standing In front of
FOR TREEsi'viNES, ETC.,
Block Co. make the finest
the Alvarado, hitched to a buggy, ran
Suits and Overcoats on
away yesterday noon, making things See Whitconib. Eighth and Tijeras.
the market They are tailored by
look lively on Railroad avenue. The
latest styles In street hats
hand cut by expert cutters-h- ave
horse was frightened by a stream of See all the
D. 1). Coverdale's, No Name
more style and individualwater from a Are hydrant which had at Mrs.
ity than most custom made gabeen turneu on. However, a hero stood Store.
o
rmentsworsteds, Cassimeres
at the corner of Second and stopped
Choral dub concert at Public library
and cheviots
the frightened horse. He was a hero hall Monday evening. March 23. Ad
of the modern type and demanded pay mission, 50 cents.
$18-0- 0
to S25.00
o
for bib heroic work. But he was comHONEY.
pelled to accept less than what ho
A
can of the best extracted
asked.
New Line of Mother's
honey for $4.00; 13 pounds for 1.00
rrlend Boys' Waists and
dental Sur- W. P. Allen, P. O. Box 202.
W. V. Woivin. U. T.
geon Santa Fe Pacific Railroad, Giant
Pants.
Be sure ami attend the millinery
tiock. Br.tfc 'phones.
opening of Mis. Coverdale, on April
At the Alvarado.
2. 3 aud 4, at the No Name Store.
More than a hundred guests, most
Be sure and attend the millinery
of them city folks, assembled at the
The spacious opening of Mrs. Coverdale, on April
Alvarado last night.
dining hall was nicely decorated with 2, 3 and 4, at the No Name Store.
A
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ANOTHER CAR LOAD
of the

e
Chickering Bros. Pianos just received. Prospective piano purchasers and lovers f
music are invited to call and inspect them.
high-rad-

& LEARNARD
HALL
THE SQUARE MUSIC DEALERS
s
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GOVERNOR

OTERO signs the OSTEOPATHIC BILL,
introduced by Doctor Conner of this city, permitting to Graduates of recognized Osteopathic colleges to practice in New Mexico.
The legal light is over and Dr. Conner will still be found in his office for
is
the liraerloA nf Oatommiliv o.ls.,;r.

b&cpelt Sack

1

Have you seen the "Newport?" It's a three-buttosack a
suit that has hit the fancy of the
llMMIIMm.
smart dressers. The young felis "
lows like it particularly, and we
know a number who don't deserve to be classed as young
who are wearing It, too. It Is a
handsome style, but it is only
one of the many we are ready to
show you.

Specialty Osteopathy

t

n
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E. J. POST & CO.
HARDWARE

gold-rimme- d

..BOYS' SHOES..

....PRICE RANGE....
ALL STYLES

Best Grades...

$10 to $20

Cotton add Rubber
Carden Hose

"76"

T.

Muensterman

a

201-21-

1

stri.

R

Dyspepsia Cure

:'$') Mil

Don't

Hesitate!
ready-to-we-

Zs.

L. Wfastohurn
ESSE

HIIWMll

T"'rii

SIMON

stern

m

THE RAILROAD AVENUE

wfrsmm

Hose Nozzles

Lawn flowers
Lawn Rakes

CLOTHIER
A
For good goods and reasonable
prices come to us. D. Welllcr & Co.
o

COnPLETE LINE OF
GARDEN TOOLS.

r

A Grand Concert.
u
Professor Dl Mauro has made the ar
rangements necessary to give a great
concert on the 14th of April in the Colombo ball. The grand orchestra of
twelve pieces will furnish the music
and the singing will be by the best
talent in the city. It is expected that
the public in general, and the people
of this city, will be entirely satisfied
with the above concert.

Smokers.
As the result of a bargain purchase,
we can offer you four straight ten
cents.
cent cigars for twenty-fiv-

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN,

This certifies that we make dally
scientific, whole wheat, graham and
oatmeal bread; Tuesdays and Thursdays, salt rising bread;
Saturdays,
Boston brown bread and baked beans;
choice cakes, pies, cookies and doughnuts made dally, and to order. Fresh
fruit cake now on hand. Those who
wish genuine home cooking can have
the same by buying from the
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE.
323 South Second street. Bell 'Phone

e

fine Goods

4 for 25 cents

A15.

Clear Havana

Piano Tuning.
Cassidy, piano tuner, room 28,
Strong building. Mall orders promptly
attended to and satisfaction guaranteed.
B.

We have tancy auu oiaple groceries
galore. Perfect health is sustained by
perfect food. We buy our goods fresh,
consequently our customers get fresh
goods. D. Welller & Co.
Choral club concert at Public library
hall Monday evening, March 23. Ad
mission, 50 cents.
o
AN ACKNOWLEDGED FACT.

farther
Cerrlllos lump goes
than any other coal, but costs the
same. $5 per ton. iiann.
one-thir-

Postal Pharmacy
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Have You Seen That Case of

Fine Mechanical Tools
in Our Window

MONEYIOLOAN
On diamonds, watches or any good

security. Great bargains In watches
of every description.
A. H. YANOW
209 South Second street, a few doors
north of postoffice.

We Also Carry a Lurg Stock of

Carpenters' Tools
and

Builders' Hardware

Lessons on the Piano
Also

Spanish Taught.
sonable.

MRS.
420 North

J. J.

Terms

Rea-

RYAN

First street, Albuquerque.

Albuquerque Hardware Company
120 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

